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ABSTRACT
The Feasibility of the Location of a Steel Fabrication
Plant in the St ate of Utah
by
A. Brent Pulsipher, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1967
Major Professor :
Department:

Dr. C. A. Hofman

Economics

The feasibility of locating the major household appliance industry in Utah was studied by comparing a Utah location with present
production sites for this commodity.
Major elements of cost were projected in detail according to

a hypothetically constructed model.

The Utah location showed advan-

tages in transportation and labor costs while at the same time having
a disadvantage in the cost of steel.
Since the analysis is made with respect to the model, which is
based on certain assumptions, the use of different models would

naturally lead to different results.
Both the advantages and disadvantages of the Utah location would
most likely

change in the event that a facili t y for the construction

of household appliances were established in Utah.

The advantages of

the Utah site would become more defined .
(98 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this study to determine the feasibility
of the establishment of a steel fab ricating plant, engaged in pro ducing household appliances, in the State of Utah.

It requires deter-

mining whether or not the factors of production can be assembled i n
Utah to produce household appliances at l eas t on a par with present
pr oduction sites .

On a par, that is , with resp ect to production and

distribution costs .

With the location of a steel producing facility at Geneva in Utah
Coun t y , the primary raw material for steel fabrication is available t o
a Utah fabricator, real or potential.

There are many categories of

steel fabrication, however, the household app lian ce ca tegory was se-

lected due to t he high market po t ential in the western states.

House-

hold appliances, being a comsumer product , have a greater market

potential in the west than would fabricatio n products for the industrial consumer .

In addition, the population growth rate for this area

exceeds that of the rest of the United States.
consc~er

In the future the

market will thus be relatively large in the west.

The

durabl e nature of fabrication commodities provides another reason
for seeking the large consumer market, as purchases are infrequent.

The larger market provides the stability to production that is
desirable to the producer and his employees.
The objective is best carried out by first, examining the supporting location theory; second,

exam ~ngth e

factors of pro duction and

rhe relative portion they are of the finished product; and third,
comparing the production and distribution costs for Utah and the
present production sites .

From this some determination of the feasi -

bility of a Utah location can be examined.

CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC LOCATION THEORY AS IT APPLIES
TO THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

There exists considerable material on the subject of economic loca-

tion theory and it is the purpose of this chapter to glean the thoughts
which will most closely apply to the feasibility study.

In order

that the conclusions be as practical and objective as possible they
should be made in light of this theory.
The location of an enterprise
The location of an ent e rpris e is entirely the choice of the entre pren eur an d will involve his own subjective judgment.

Of course he

will consider as many objective facts as possible , but the ultimate
decision will rely, to a certain extent , upon subjectivity .

I t is

within reason to assume that two s uch entrepreneurs, given the same

information concerning the pros and cons of prospective locations,
would make entirely different decisions for reasons of their own.

"They

will share onl y the formal aim, which is to choose their location so
th at the utility shall be as great as possible. , l

The range of their

decisions will most probably be based on the extent of the profits it
is felt will be realized from locating at each alternative site.
It is assumed that these prospective profits will be established
by appraisal of the costs of production connected with operation at
1
August Losch, The Economics of Location (New Haven, Connecticut:
Yale University Press, 1959), p. 16.

each possible site.

"Production costs by themselves may sometimes

determine location exclusively, but if so, always in marginal situations. "

Generally speaking the costs of production cannot be separated from the
freight costs on raw materials, and often it is not desirable to

separate them from the freight cost on the finished product .

In such

cases they affect location only in combination with the latter, namely,
when several raw materials must be gathered

supply are available.

3

and several sources of

These facts tend to complicate the situ-

ation and allow the margin of accuracy to widen.

It is certain

that there is no one solution that is absolutely correct or best in
the economic sense of the word.

"There is no scientific and unequi-

vocal solution for the location of the individual firm, but only a
practical one:

the test of trial and error . "

4

Adding to the difficulty of optimizing the industrial location is
the availability of several existing methods of production for the
average industry.

That is, certain inputs can often be substituted

one for the other allowing conside rable variability to the costs of
production.
Actually it is possible to vary most industrial processes so as
to use relatively less of a given material where it is expensive and
more where it is cheap.

Thus the

proportions of materials required

are not, in fact, constant but vary according to the relative

delivered prices of the respective materials at different production
locations.S

Zrbid . , p. 23.
3rb id.
4 Ibid., p. 29.
SEdgar ~1. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1948), p. 44.

2

Costs and their determination are an el us ive th i ng when cons i-

dered in their totality.
determine .

Major costs are no t usually difficul t to

Smaller less significant costs are of t en only implied in

the determination of total cos ts.

In order t o avoid obstacl es t o

analysis one cannot treat some costs explici tly and othe r s implicitly .
The particular effects of the transport and spatial costs which
separat e producers must all be considered in order to ob tain a b al anced
treatment.

6

When by some p r ocess of eliminat ion a spec ial location is selected
by the en trep r eneur it will usually be less than a permanent ' wise
choice '.

As soon as demand changes , or costs of the factors of pro-

duction are altered, the location will, in a sense , bJeo ut - of-date .
Only a few and obviously surveyed fac t ors are generally cons i de red
in making the location decision and often all but one are e liminated
because they are too difficult to thoroughly investigate.

As a

res ult , it happens t ha t ' special locat ions ' are mo re numerous in

r eality than they would appear under rational dec ision making . 7
Given t he avai l ability of a varie t y of input combinations , the
comparison of sites should be made with respect to the same comb in ation of input s .

However, the most economical comb inati on is the one

to conside r when comparing locations in order to make the final
decision.

On this basis the deci sion will be more meaningful.

6

Walter Isard, Location and Sp ace - Economy (New York : The Technology Press of Massachusetts Insti tut e of Techonology and J ohn Wiley
& Sons, Inc . , 195 6), p . 26.
7Losch , p. 32 .

6

Further , " . . . all irregular influences must be removed, since

comprehens i ble rules can be established only for the effects of the
regular. "

8

This implies that the unpredictable elements such as the

weather should be eliminated from the location decision .
As is usually the case, the location decision is made under the
assumption that the competitor will maintain his present site of
production.

This is somewhat of a blindman's assumption.

As soon as

the new en terpri se has chosen his location his competitors will most

likely re-examine theirs.

Simply stated the location of competing and

non-competing industries are very much inter-related and in fact
interdependent.
A firm then, in seeking to max1m1ze its profits and to
loca te at the most desirable site, in many instances must take
cognizance of the possible reactions of other firms, and must
selec t it s location, set its price , and determine its output
after considering not only the dir ect consequences but also
the possible indirect repercussions from the reactions of other
firms. 9
As a rul e several producers will be grouped about one consumer
or several consumers about one produce r.

Only rarely does a single

producing center deal with a single consumer or consuming center .

In line with this grouping we generally speak of producing centers
as r egions of supply and the consuming centers as regions of demand.
"These two basic types of positional r elations are the co re of every
determination of a location, areas of demand playing a larger role
in the non-agricultural theory. . . . ,lO
8Losch , p. 17.
9rsard , p. 160.
10Losch , p. 9 .

This so-called agglomeration of industry is largely determined by
the spatial regularity of the distribut ion of resources and the factors
of production .

"If there is any sense at all to location economics,

it is because there are certain regularities in the variations of

costs and prices over space. " 11

The regularity is par ti ally ex-

plained by the fact that transportation is a function of distance
and is a component of the total costs of the production process .
Since the distance factor is at the heart of locational economi cs it is reasonable to consider transpor t inputs , which are

primarily a function of we ight and distance.

The transport contri -

bution to r egularity will be considered more thoroughly later in
the chapter.
The geographic distribution of resources, topography and
spatial position, as well as characte r istics of envi ronmen t sho uld
not be considered in a secondary position as is done by some trade
and economic theorists . 12

The distance raw materials are transferred

will depend upon the distribution of resources with respect to the
production site.

Topography may affect the transport rat e .

With this in mind mention can be made of the fact that much of
the theory of economic lo cation very closely parallels that of trade
theory.

They have been described as two sides of the same coin, as

the forces determining one automatically determine t he other.

13

. . . One can view trade theory and the general theory of
lo cat ion and space-economy as synonymous. For (1 ) location
cannot be explained unless at the same time t rade is accounted
for and (2) trade cannot be explained without the simultaneous
determinat ion of locations . Once we r ecognize this it i s futile
11

rsard, p. 35.

12 rbid.,
13Ibid.

P· 6.

8

to argue whether trade theory is o r is not a speci al form of
general location theory.l 4
With t hese gene ral statements conce rning location of t he e nte rprise an d with some idea of the man y asp ects surrounding the decisian , a somewhat mo re de t ailed consideration of the app roaches to

t his cr ucial determination can be studied .

A new site vs . changing sites

Much of location theory is concerne d with the establishment of
a new site as opposed to changing si t es .

The problem r e l a t ed to the

new si t e involves considerably more de t ailed analysis than would be
the case in comparin g an exi s ting site with some possible alternatives .

"The situation is somewhat simpler when a factory i s to be

moved rather than newly established .
the l esse r difficulty. " 15

At any rate cost a na l ysis offers

The costs a t t he presen t site are we ll

known and r ead ily compar able to the costs as determined at alternative l oca tions .

Wi t h the new site costs must be proje c t ed from

l i ttl e actual experience and a re sub j ect to greater error.

Market o r material orientation
"The expense and inconvenience of distributing to distant cus tamers and procuring material s from a distance i nvi te producer s to
l ocat e nea rer their markets and their sources of materials . "1 6
Basicall y we can consider eithe r a market - oriented or a material-

oriented site.
14

Given then t he al t e rnative of es t ablishing our

Ibid. , p. 53.

15 Los ch , p. 31.

16 Hoover , p. 15.

9

facility near one or the other automatically eliminates the intermediate point.

If we are co ns idering a product which requires only

one raw material and result s in only one product, then the ideal
locat ion wi ll be either at the market or the source of the raw mater-

ial . 17

This analysis is based on transfer costs .

Distribution costs.

In the case that procurement costs of raw

materials exceed the distribution costs on the product and , assum-

ing the relative weights of the raw material and the finished product are the same , the orienta tion of the plant will be at the source
of t he raw material.

In the opposite situation , that is, where the

distribution costs exceed the procurement costs under the same conditions, th e orientation will be at the market.

Weight loss--gain.

Another point that must be considered in the

market-material orientation is the 'weight loss - gain ' occurring in

the process of changing the raw material in t o the finished product.
If there is a weight loss in the process the orientation will be
around the source of t he raw material.

If the production process

involves a weight gain the orien tation will be near the market.

The logic here is related to the transport rate which is a function
of the weight of the shipment and the distance it is to be shipped.
Naturally, if the process involves a weight loss, the wise en trepreneur will locate at the point where he can minimize his transportation costs, which will be at the raw material source .

There

are some materials that are equa lly obtainable at all points and at
costs which are very similar.

1 7rbid ., p . 31.

Such materials are termed ubiquitous

10
and do not e nt e r into th e producer's transfer-cost reckoning. 18

Intermediate sites
The market-material location of the enterprise discussed above
does, as mentioned, exclude the intermediate points.

This is not

always a justifiable exclusion and may actually result in elimination
of a ' better ' site.

The intermediate point becomes attractive

primarily under the condition of t he enterprise requiring more than
one raw material input and producing more than one end product.
When a process uses more than one important material or
turns out more than one important product, the simple tugof-war analogy previously developed is inadequate. In this
more comp li cated resolution of locational forces the outcome
depends largely on the configu ration of transfe r routes and the
geographical sequence of sou rces, junctions, and markets along
these routes.l9
It seems that as a nation develops th e intermediate production
point becomes more and more attrac tiv e.

There may in fac t be a de-

cided transport advantage to an intermediate location and when the

number of national products is great enough the shift may be towards
such a location. 20
With the int e rmediate point in mind a more thorough determination
of all of the possible locations available has been made in the attempt
to select the most appropriate site of the e nterprise.

The site must

be either at the source, the marke t, or some\vhere in between .

Know-

ing what the possible locations a r e an examination of some of the

methods by which to compare them can be made .
18rbid. , P· 35.
19Ibid ., p. 40.
20rsard, P· 18.

ll

Methods of determining location
Locational factors.

To honestly discuss the determination of

location a more thorough definition of locational factors should
be made.

It is convenient to class if y locational factors into three

broad and somewhat over-lapping categories .

In the first group

transport costs and certain other transfer costs can be considered.

The distinguishing feature is that thes e inputs will vary regularly
with distance from any given point of reference.

Usually the pro-

gression will be in a step-by-step fashion with distance.

Given a

relevant set of reference points, whether they be raw material
points, market, or nodal points, there will be a systematic variation of these costs over space .

A second group of locational factors is composed of the many
costs associated with labor, power, water, taxes, interest (as the

payment for the services of capi tal), climate, topography, special
allowances and a number of other items.

Geographically the cost

pattern of these items will be relatively stable.

The variance that

does occur will be haphazard with respect to distance and form no
regular pattern as the transport costs described above.

A third group of factors comp ris es a very diverse group of factors which give rise to deglomeration and agglomeration economies.

Included as agglomeration are :

(l) economies of scale; (2) locali-

zation economies; and (3) urbanization economies.

forces embrace chiefly :

Deglomeration

(l) diseconomie s within a firm as its scale

of operation becomes too large; (2) the rise in rents and wage rates
which come with the growth of the urban community , as well as the

12
urban services becoming more expensive as the population density

increas es; and (3) the ris e in the cost of the food supply as the
population requires drawing the food supply from sources farther and
fa rther away.

The operation of agglomeration and deglomeration forces

are not at all related to geographic position.21
These are the forces and factors of location that will concern
us no matter what method is used comparing our possible locations.
However, there are fundamentally three ways to compare locations:

(1) comparison of production costs; (2) compar ison of total costs; and
(3) comparison of the locations with respect to net profit.

The basic

ideas as they relate to each of the three approaches will be considered.
The production cost approach
The objective here is, as implied, to determine which of the

possible location sites will allow us to produce the product at the
lowest possible cost .
The most direct way to pursue a comparative cost study for
an industry would be to secure enough informa t ion to calculate
the total production costs the industry would incur in each of
the regions to be compared . . . . It becomes clear with fu r ther
reflection that the regional comparative cost study need consider only the production and transport cost elements which
actually differ from region to region. The components of production and transport cost that do not vary regionally in amount
may be ignored; since they give rise to no regional advantage
or disadvantage.

It should also be observed that in considering an element
of production cost which does vary regionally , it is often possible to estimate the amount of its difference between regions
without knowing its absolute regional levels.22
21Ibid., p. 138.
22 walter Isard , Me th ods of Regional Analysis: an Introduction
to Regional Science (New York: The Technology Press of the Massachusetts
Institute of Techno logy and John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , 1960), p. 235.

13
These last t wo 'rules ' a re guidelines that will apply to all
three methods of comparison.

In the production cost analysis the task is to determine the
costs that vary regionally, and the ex tent of the difference, in
order that a comparison can be made.

In the usual case each region

will have some advantages and disadvantages .

For this reason , the

final task i s to determine the net differentials in production costs
in order to identify the region which enjoys the maximum production
cost advantage.

The study done in this fashion relies upon certain

underlying assumptions with respec t to the homogeneity of the finished
produc t and the production process.

The difference in the price of certain productive factors usu-

ally results from the difficulty in transporting the factors from one
region to another.

The concepts of labor mobility and capital mobi-

lity closely underlie the differences in processing costs from one
region to another. 2 3

On the other hand capital funds are highly mobile and thus
result in very little cost differential among regions.24
Overhead can usually be figured on the basis of a known percentage of the cost of the product from past expe rience.

With this one

can obtain a comparison of th e possible sites and make a decision.

The production cost approach to the problem of site selec tion
is inadequat e for most purposes, as it does not reveal some of the
most important variable factors , namely transportation costs .

23Hoover, p. 69.
24rbid., P· 23.

Total costs approach

The primary objective of this study is to determine the r egion or
regions in which the industry can attain the lowest total cost of pro-

ducing and delivering the product to market. 25
in the manner described above .

This is again done

It will result in each site having

advantages in some areas and disadvantages in others.

The decision

will then be made after weighing the total net cost differentials
between r egions .

If there are differentials among all sites with respect
to each cost and revenue, then, the problem of optimum location
would reduce to a simple subs titution relation between two groups
of outlays, and revenues . At this juncture, however, cloaking
the analysis in terms of substit ution would be of little value.
A forthright comparison of total costs at each site will achieve
the desired result more readily.26
It i s implied that the total cost approach is the most direct
and will yield the best results of the two approaches spoken of to
this point.

The total cost approach involves the costs of production

while at the same time accounting for the transportation outlay

involved in both obtaining the raw material and delivering the produc t to the market.

If done properly, it reveals the s trengths

and weaknesses of each location yie ld ing a basis for a choice which
is more complete.

Further, total cos ts may attract a firm to a site

even though neither production costs nor cost of transporting are at
a minimum, providing the sum of the two are minimal.27

Despite these

apparent advantages there exists an approach which is considered sti ll

better.
25rsard , Methods of Regional Analysis, p. 233.
26rsa rd, Location and Space-Economy, p. 137.
27Losch, p. 24.

15
The gr e atest ne t profit approa ch

Th e obvious goal of this s tudy is to determine the location of
greates t nominal profit.

(Nominal profit being the difference

between money cost and money receipts.)

It should be observed that

since receipts are depend ent on so many undependable factors they

are usually excluded from industrial location theo r y . 28

For this

reason the amount of ne t receipts is usually assumed as given resulting

in the location of the factory at the point of lowest c . i . f . costs
(cost, insurance, freight).

11

ln a free economy, the correct location

of the individual enterprise lies where the net profit is greatest. " 29
The determination of the greatest net profit is not easy.

How-

ever, there exists an approach, though general, which yields a basis
for such a determination.

The total attainable demand must be dete r-

mined separately for every one of a number of possible factory locations and for similar reasons the best volume of factory production

based on factory price.

The greatest attainable profit at each of

these points can then be de t e rmined from the demand and cost curves .

The location of greatest mone y profit then follows and thus the
optimum location.30
Compared to the one-sided orientation of the previous approaches
the orientation according to greates t net profit may produce locations
at favored sites where neither outlay is lowest nor proceeds highest,

but where their net difference is greatest. 31
28rbid., p. 17.
29rbid. , p. 27.
30Ibid . , P· 29.
31 Ibid. , p. 31.

This in turn lends,

16

under the above conditions, some support fo r the intermediate location
as opposed to the market-material one-sided orientation .

This approach to the locational problem is in line with the
tradit ional motive of the entrepreneu r; namely to maximize his profits.

The determination of the site of greatest net profits i s basi-

cally one of weighing the net revenue potential for each site against
the probably outlays for inputs and transportation.

The revenue , of

course, will vary according to a set of possible prices for the finished product.

This price scheme will largely be determined by the

shape of the demand curve for the product in the area which the plant
will serve.

No matter what the choice of methods for de termination of the
optimum site, each relies on cost determination.

This study will

revolve around such a compa rison of costs which will be r e latively
easy in some cases and difficult in others.

The transportation cost
The transport r ate .

Previous mention has been made of the many

input s involved in the production of the produc t no matter what the
location.

Many of them will have little variance rel ative to distance

while the transport in put wil l vary in a regular pattern over distance.
Remembering fu rther , the elimination of the irreg ular influences

simplifies th e study and gives support for the emphasis that will be
placed on t he importance of transportation in locational analysis .
Furth er, since many of the other inputs are homogeneous as to cost,

regardless of location, their delivered price varying only by th e
ex tent of th e transportation, we can properly give a more detailed
consideration to the structure and significance of the transport rate

17
as related to th e total tran s portation cost of individual enterprise.

It should be recognized that the cost involved in tran spor ting
freight for the transportation agency is not necessarily the charges
that the shipper or consignee has to pay for the service.
The rat es charged by transfer agencies are themselves not
always a good measure of the disadvantages entailed in dealing
with suppliers or customers at a distance . These disadvantages
include such items as the added costs of sales promotion and
customer servicing at longer distances.32
This point is entered here to point out that the distance factor is
relevant in areas other than transportation and that transportation

need not be a single disadvantage to distance.
The structure of the rate schedule is based on certain standard
characteristics.

Typically it will vary with the distance and weight

of the shipment.

These are the obvious reasons for the rate being

higher the farther you ship and the relative rate being lower for
larger shipments.

Simply stated, it takes little more effort to

ship three carloads than to ship one and the rate is thus lower

accordingly.

In addition to thi s , the rate s will vary with the nature

of the haul, the type of commodity, the degree of competition , and
the nature of the topography to mention but a few factors.

Once

again most of this is figured into the rate that the shipper pays.
Since it is, his location with respect to each of these components

of the rate will effect it, e ither in his favor or aga inst him.
Commodities will generally be classified according to mobility ,
dispensibility, geographic occurrence , and weight loss.3 3
32Hoover, p. 17.
33rsard, Location and Space-Economy, p. 93.
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commodity requires special handling then the rate for shipping that
commodity will be higher .

Usually the producer has little to do with

the nature of his product with respec t to these characteristics.

He

will, however, have cons iderable to say about the distance he has to

ship his product by the determination of his location.
Typically goods of high value will carry a higher transportation
rate compared to lower valued goods .

This is t ypically the case

because such goods are classified as "mo re transportable" by the

freight agencies.

The reasoning is as follows :

When goods of high value per pound are shipped , the trans fer charge constitutes a smaller relative addition to the total
cost of the delivered article, and such goods are said to be
'more transportable' or to be ' capable of bearing ' a higher
transfer charge. In more technical terms, the elasticity of
demand for the transfer service is less in such cases than with
goods of lower unit value. Consequently, transfer agencies

find it profitable to make such traffic bear a higher proportion of the overhead costs.3 4
In the modern world the shipper has available to him different
modes of transportation.

Each of these will have a rate progression

that will differ according t o distance such that it may be profitable
to use each of th em depending on the distance to be shipped .

This

can be illustrated by referring to the following diagram presented
by Hoover in his discussion of the same point.

The typical relation of highway, rail, and waterway cost
progressions according to distance is shown in Fig. 2- 1.
The line representing costs of highway shipment is the lowest
of the three for the shortest distances but rises rapidly on
account of the relatively high line- haul cos ts of this mode of
transport . The progression of railroad freight costs starts
3 4Hoover, p. 25.
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off highe r but ri ses mo r e g radually, so that for an intermediate
range of distance s (approximately 35 to 380 miles, in the
particular case in hand) the railroad appears as the most effic ient
30
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carrier . At about 380 miles the still lower line-haul costs
of water transport come into play, making the barge the most
effic ient long - distance carrier . 35
For the given type of transfer agency the rate charged ,;ill increase less than in proportion to distance mainly because the terminal

costs and other expenses are not related to the distance of th e haul.36
This less than uniform rat e progression can be further illustrated by reference to Hoover once again.

Rate schedules are commonly simplified by grouping the
points of origin or destina tion in blocks or zones so that a
uniform rate applies over a considerable range of distance .
Thus the progression of rates from any one point to successive

points along a rout e resembles a flight of steps rather than
a smooth ramp but is somewhat irregular and becomes less and
less steep as it ascends . 37
35rbid., p. 19- 20.
36Ibid.
37Ibid. , p. 22.
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Rate progressions are commonly r elated in the way shown
in Fig. 2-2.

Dollars

Distance

Figure 2-2.
The progression of rates does not have a uniform upward s l ope
but rises more and more gradually with increasing length of
haul.38

The r e is one final factor which affects the rate charged for the
transfer service and that is t he fabrication-in-transit rate.

Bri ef l y

stated this rate is designed for particular types of traffic and certain special competitive situa tions.

The typical example of the rate

is in the g rain and milling operations that dot the system of railroads in the United States.

In common terms, this rate allows the

shipper to have a stopover privilege for the purposes of processing.39
The type of product that can be further processed while in-transit is
not common and such privileges are not grant ed when the stopover

involves a grea t deal of time or changes the product to the extent
that it would be subject to ano ther commodity rate.
JSrbid. , P. 21.
39rbid . , p. 23.
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This in-transit privilege has also been established for
other commodities , such as struc tural steel, so that manufactur-

ing plants have been located on the railroads first granting
such privileges under their rates.40
The tran sfer cost is a very important input to the producer and
must be minimized in many instances if he is to remain competitive .

He will especially gain an advantage when he can ship large consignments from one origin to one destination.

In doing so additional

handling costs are avoided.
The transport input.

The discussion of the transport rate leads

us to the discussion of the actual transport outlay which is determined by the number of transport inputs used.

The transport inpu t

is designed to indicate the relative percent that transportation is
of the price of the finished product or the raw material.

It is

defined as the movement of a unit of weight over a unit of di.stance.41
Typically this would be a ton-mile, a pound-mile , etc .

When more

transport inputs are used we can assume that the extent of the space

over which production takes place has been extended.

It further

implies that the distance from which raw materials are obtained or

the distance products are shipped to the market has been lengthened.
The motive is to utilize these inputs in order to maximize profits.

If more profit can be made by moving closer to th e source of raw
materials or markets, then re duction in the number of transport inputs

should be made and thus attainment of a closer approximation of the
motive.

Naturally, movement towards the market moves the site away

from the raw material in which case substitution of relatively
40Ibid.
41Isard, Location and Space-Economy, p. 79.
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inexpens ive trans port input s i s made for those that are relatively
expensive.

The price of the tr a ns port input can be looked at as the transport rate.4 2

When higher and higher transport rat es face the supplier

then more and more transport inputs will be provided .

The necessary

resources will move into the location of the need.

The supply curve for transport inputs is positively inclined
(where transport rate is measured along the vertical axis and
quantity along the horizontal). On the other hand, the demand
curve for transport inputs, as can be expected , is negatively
inclined. It may be claimed that such a demand curve reflects
the marginal productivity corresponding to various quantities
of transport inputs. It would then be anticipated, given a
state of t echnology, tastes, and resources, that as the spatial
exten t of production i s continual ly lengthened through the application of more and more transport inputs, the additional product associated with each successive lengthening, after a point,
tends to fall off.43
Transport costs can be reduced by bringing the buyer and seller
closer together on the transportation network.

Both wi ll tend to

gain by the closer proximity to each other.
Freight absorption by sellers is quite common but is confined
largely to finished goods and a few others in which transportation costs are a very small part of the price. Elements of
transfer cost other than freight, moreover, are rarely absorbed;
so distance remains a handicap for buyer and seller alike in
respect to convenience of contact , flexibility of service , amount
of inventory necessary to tide over delay in deliveries, and the
like. 44

It is the element of uncertainty in receiving th e shipments that
often prompts the buyer to maintain l arge inventories in order to be

able to satisfy his customers.
42Ibid. , p. 86.
43rbid.
4 4Hoover, p. 29.

The seller is likewise ind uced to
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maintain central distribution cente rs wherever possible in order to
ease the situation.

Similarly motivated is the producer who fears

being caught without a vital raw material, as he incurs costs which he
cannot continue to afford.

It is assumed that, when the tastes and preferences of the consumer are known, explanation of the total quantity of transport inputs
for which the consumer is responsible follows.

These assumptions

allow the further assumption that th e demand schedule and the population
around any given set of points is known.

The consumer ' s willingness

to pay the delivered price signifies his willingness to incur the cost
of the transport inputs.45
There are many things involved in the demand schedule, such as
elasticity with respect to price and income, which will vary from

location to location.

Markets are not homogeneous.

for both raw materials and finished products .

This holds true

If the consumer of the

product is unwilling to pay the delivered price for the product, then
the market for the product reduces to a point around the site of production.46
Because the transport outlay will vary between locales, and with
respect to products and method of transport, one cannot ignore its
importance in the locational decision.

In many cases, with the

increasing homogeneity of the other inputs to manufacture , this compo-

nent alone will be the basis of the site se lection.
45rsard, Location and Space-Economy, p . 145.
46rbid.
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General stat eme nts concerning other costs
Another s ignificant element in th e man ufa cture of most products
is the labor component.

Labor is not homogenous , although in many

cases the similarly rated quality of labor will not vary from location
to location.

That is, the skilled, unskilled, and semi-skilled will

be the same no matter what the location.

This may be true for the

nature of the work performed by the worke r, but the price payed for
the labor input will vary considerably.
ation of supply and demand.

Basically, it is a situ-

However, there are othe r influences

which give ri se to the difference.
The concentration of a large part of the industry in one
place, the above-average intellectual level of th e employees ,
the weakness of the employers , the seas onal nature of th e work,
and the dependence upon experienced manpower all combine toward
raising \.Jage levels in such situations faster than they are
raised elsewhere or among other groups of workers.47
In other words, this concentration works against the producer as

well as for him by providing a large readily available and well
trained labor force.

It is not unlikely that, when comparing two

ind ustrial locations in concentrated areas, th e labor outlay will be
ve ry simi lar .

Considerable disimilarity may occur if one area is con-

cen trated and the other only sparsely populated by comparison .
Labor unions are another influence that tends to equalize the

cos t of the labor input in regions distant from one another.

Mobility

and market forces likewise tend to remove differences in wage rates
among regions.

4 7 Hoover, p. 114.
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Interest and tax rates .

Interest and tax rates are two other

i nputs that are likely t o vary regionally.
mus t pay the price.

Those who r eq uire capi tal

The price of cap ital is the interest rate .

This

is largely determined by the forces of supply and demand f or loanable
f unds.

Since both may vary r egionally so also might the int e r est rate .

If capital funds are necessary for the establishment of the new f aci lity, where they are obtained will determine the price (interest)
that mu s t be paid by t he ent r ep r eneur .
For tax rates the conc lusions are the same, althou gh the analysis diff e rs.

They will vary cons iderably from region to region

primarily becaus e each of the sove reign states is free to levy taxes
in the way it sees fit .

structures .

This provides a wide conglomeration of tax

Of the several types of taxes available (personal income,

sales, corporate income, e tc.) a state may have from only one to all .

Just because a state may employ all of the taxes at its disposal does
not mean that it will drain off more from its citizens than the s tate

which has only one type of tax .

The combined tax rate will be the

determinant.

Bo th interest rates and tax cha rg es e nt e r into the cost of holding
reprodu cib le capital goods, and, other things being equal, a lo cation
with hi gh interes t rates or high tax rates on capital equipment will
involve higher cost s to the producer. 48

Demand and pri cing

Determinants of demand .

The g reat es t net profit approach to

s it e determination has been port r aye d as the most effective and
48 rbid . , p . 68 .
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reliab le .

A big part of de termining profit is t he previous establi sh -

men t of the siz e of re venue s.

The size of t hes e revenues is not

eas ily obt ained as it is a function of the demand for the product
with r espec t t o price.

Each time the price of th e item i s changed

th e size of th e quantity demanded will also change .

Demand will vary

with price in part directly, in pa rt via the size of the market area;

an d als o wi t h the site of pr oduction chosen.49

This connection of

price , demand and lo cat i on a re suc h that th e factory pric e established
will maximize the size of the total demand for a different location
given di ffe r en t prices.
In connection with t his the re are three s uggested price policies
available to the entrep reneur.

He can adapt his pr ices to th e individual case (A); or
keep them so rigidly fixed that all buyers pay the same f.o .b.
price (F) or the same c .i. f. (or "d elive red " ) price (C) .
Depending on his policy, his prices will differ on the av e rage
and from place t o place.SO
Each of th ese policies may be utilized by the entrepreneur depending on the na ture of the demand f rom area t o area .

In combination

they wi ll es tablis h an average p ri ce which for all intent s and purposes wi ll be meaningless to the local market.

The ex tent a nd the

variability of demand will depend on th e geographic price po li cy of
the firm.
The re are certain re su lt s that c an be expec ted from these price

po licies .

The policy of adapting the price t o the individual case (A)

will usually r esul t in higher profits.
49Losch, p . 27 .
sorbi d., P· 139 .

Also t his pol icy , with free
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entry , will res ult in a greater number of independent enterprises .
As a further consequence it favors the entrepreneu r, whereas the policy

of holding to a rigid price (F) will favor the consumer.

Only the

distant consumer fairs better with the (A) policy while those near
the factory actually end up paying a higher price.Sl
Determinants of price.

Besides the choice which is before the

en treprene ur with regards to what price he will set , there is the

difficult determination of price elasticity , income elasticity, distance of the customer from the production point and its effect on
price, and the marginal cost, and its more direct effect on the price.
There are general conclusions that can be made with respect to each

of these items and their effec t on price.
First of all, the greater the distance the customer is from th e
site of the factory , in a ceteris paribus situation , the greater will

be the factory price he has to pay.52

This is primarily the result

of the higher price of transporting the item and will be a variance
directly attributable to distance.

The greater the distance the

higher the price.
Second, the more elastic the demand with respect to marginal cost

the lower will be the factory price to the custome r. 53

In the case

of a very elas tic demand the price will app roximate the marginal cost
of producing the item.

The reasoning here is in line with the econo-

mic theory of pure competition in which price

=

marginal cost.

If

the situation i s such that the competitor cannot meet this requirement,

Slrbid., p. 165.
szrbid., p . 148 .
53rbid. , P· 149.
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when the demand elasticity requires it, then he is likely to have to
cease production.

Obviously the more distant markets become obscure

to the marginal producer facing the elastic demand curve.

Finally, the higher the marginal cost of producing the item the
higher will be the price which the buyer will be forced to pay.54
This assumes that the cost would not be so high as to eliminate the
demand, that is, marginal cost greater than price .

The high cost

producer will be able to obtain his price as long as the consumer
is willing to purchase the item at that price.
Each of these elements is difficult to appraise as to its influe nce on the price of the product.

For this reason, the entrepreneur

must be somewhat cautious in his attempt to change or differentiate
his price in any of his markets.

To compare the demand at the locality of the factory with that
of the total market is the same as comparing the individual demand
with the total demand of the economy. 55

It may become necessary for

the producer to do exactly this in the case where he is considering

the scale of plant which it wil l become most desirable to establis h
at any given site.

Correspondingly, each plant size will undoubtedly

be based on a different size market.

Stated differently, we are going

to be faced with a possible combination of markets each characterized
by a different elasticity of demand and distance from the facto ry.
54rbid., P·

1so.

ssrbid. , P. 142 .
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Conclus ions

Thi s outlin e o f the theo ry of location as it applies to the
feasibility study i s int e nde d to give a general overview of some of the
considerations that one must make in selecting a site for industrial

production.

It is not inte nded that it be absolutely complete in its

description of those consid e rations.

For this the reader should

refer to the works cited .
It is expected that t he reader will note the significance of
cost analysis in making the study.

It i s the cost of the seve ral

inputs; materials, power, labor, transportation, interest, etc., that

must be determined for the prospective location.

These must then be

compared with the cost of the same factors at th e present site of the
production of this particular commodity.

The number of variables

ente rin g into this determination complicate it considerably.

However,

uniformity in the obtaining and analyzing of the data will give some
validity to the findings of th e study.
The relative lo cational importance of procurement and

distribution for any specific industry depends on the way in which
distance involves incre ased costs of selling and delivering a
unit of the product and of securing enough of the necessary

materials to make a unit of the product.56
The ready mobility of the many factors of production will give
rise to the close consideration of transportation costs as they app ly

to the study .
The points made and implied in this chapter will give the
reader a mental outline of th e reason ing followed in the chapters to
56 Hoover, p. 37.
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come.

In addition, it s hould give meaning to the sequence of the com-

parisons made.

In addition to the factors mentioned in this chapter something
further should be said about the so-called agglomeration economies.
In essence, they occur when a production activity results in the
establishment of support operations in juxtaposition to it .

That is,

the supply requirements of the major operation begin to be served by
operations on a smaller scale which spring up around it .

Their

existence often relies on the continuation of the major operation.

There may be agglomeration of support activities as mentioned in
the preceding paragraph or there may simply exist agglomeration of
productive activities which are in no way related as far as purpose is
concerned.

Both are often termed

indu~trial

comp l exes and occur due to

transportation facilities or some other factor advantage common to all

types of operations.

As noted ea rlier in the chapter they may be

advantageous in instances and disadvantageous in others, especially as

they work to raise the wage level of the local labor force.

It is cer-

tain, however, that they shoul d not be overlooked in the locational
decision.
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CHAPTER III
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE INDUSTRY
It shall be the purpose of this chapter to disclose, in as much
detail as necessary, the nature of the industry under study.

The

study revolves around steel fabrica tion which can be any one of a
number of production activities primarily using steel as an input.

Many forms of steel fabrication are presently located in Utah serving
both regional and western markets.

The household appliance industry,

particularly the major app lian ces , was selected for this feasibil ity
study due to the concentration of the industry in an area relatively
remote from the western United Sta t es .

A description of the industry

and a more precise definition of it follow.
The household appliance industry is presently centered in the
Northeast and North Central United States.
that the entire United States is served.

It is from these locations
By the household appliance

industry we shall refer to the c lassification and numbers used by the
Bureau of the Census, since it is this sour ce from which much of the

statistical data for this chapter is taken.

The industry shall be

defined to include Household Cooking Equipment (SIC 3631), Refrigerators- Home and Farm Freezers (SIC 3632), and Household Laundry Equipment (SIC 3633).

The classification also includes small household

appliances and vacuums, however, it was decided to leave this category
out as the main concern is steel fabrica ti on and these appliances contain smaller amounts of steel than the major appliances.
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Reference to Figure 1 wil l give the reader a clearer idea of the
degree of concentration o f this industry.

It wil l be noted that th e

bulk of the production of these commodi t ies takes place in the states
bordering on the Great Lakes (Michigan, Illinois, Minneso ta) with some
in the eastern portion, particularly New England , New York and Pennsylvania .
Other than thi s California is the only area where any significant production takes place.

This, in essence , means that the market west of

the Mississippi River is served by shipments from the areas of concentration.

3631 - Household Cooking Eguipment
This industry is comprised of establishments primarily
engaged in manufacturing household cooking equipment, such as
s toves , ranges and ovens. Es tablishments primarily engaged in
manufac turing household cooking app li ances, such as hot plates,
grills, percolators, and toasters are classified in industry 3634.
Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing commercial
cooking equipment are classified in industry 3589.
Value of shipments and other re ceipts of t he Household
Cooking Equipment Industry totaled $473 million for 1963. This
amount included shipments of household cooking equipment (primary
products) valued at $384 mi llion , shipments of other produ cts
(secondary products) valued at $60 million, and miscellaneous
receipts (mainly products bought and resold) at $30 million.
Approximately 62 percent of the total indus try shipments
are represented by plants spec ializing in hous ehold ovens and
ranges, equipment and parts, except electric; and 38 percent in
electric household ranges and ovens. Shipments of household
cooking equipment by this industry represented 72 percent of all
shipments of these products ($537 million) by all industries.!
3632 - Household Refrigerators and
Home and Farm Freezers
This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged
in manufacturing household refrigerators and home and farm
1u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufactures, 1963, Industry Statistics: Househo ld Appliances, MC63(2) - 36B
(Washington, D.C.: U. S . Governmen t Printing Office, 1966), p. 36B-l.
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freezers. Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing
commercial and industrial refrigeration equipment, packaged room
coolers, and dehumidifiers are classified in industry 3585.

Value of shipments and other receipts of the Household
Refrigerators Industry totaled $1,307 million in 1963 . This
amount included shipments of household refrigerators and freezers
(primary products) valued at $831 million, shipments of other products (secondary products) value d at $432 million, and miscellaneous receipts (mainly products bought and resold) at $44 million.
Approximately 93 percent of the total industry shipments
are represented by plants specializing in household refrigerators;
and 7 percent in home and farm freezers . Shipments of house hold refrigerators by this industry represented 99 percent of all
shipments of these products ($832 mill i on) by al l industries.2

3633 - Household Laundry Eguipment
This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged
in manufacturing laundry equipment such as washing machines,
wringers, and ironers for household use. Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing commercial laundry eq uipment are
classified in indus try 3582. Although the SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) classifies coin-operate d washing machines
in industry 3582, data for these machines are included in the 1963
Census of Manufactures in industry 3633 as in 1958.
Value of shipments and other receipts of the Household
Laundry Equipment Industry totaled $760 million. This amount
included shipments of household laundry (primary products)
valued at $664 million, shipments of other products (secondary products) valued at $79 million , and miscellaneous receipts
(mainly products bought and resold) at $17 million.
Approximately 97 percent of the total industry shipments
are represented by plants specializing in household mechanical
washing machines, dryers, and washer-dryer combinations: and 3
percent in other household laundry equipmen t and parts.
Sh ipments of household laundry eq uipment by this industry
represented 87 percent of all shipments of these products ($766
million) by all industries . 3
2Ibid., p. 36B-2
3Ibid., p. 36B-3.

As ind icated by the statistics the concent r ation in th e industry
is well above the 67 percent mark.

With this in mind, a conside r ation

of the characteristics of the production of the product and the related
inpu ts including transportation will be made.
In determining the feas ibility of establishing a steel fabrica t ion plant in the state of Utah one must first consider the basis
for such a deci sion.

For th i s reason, a descr iption of the industry

under consid e ration was made in the preced ing pa ragraphs .

This has

been defined to inc lude Househo ld Cooking Equipment, Refrigerators Home and Farm Freezers, and Household Laundry Equipment as classifie d
by the U. S. Department of Commerce in the 1963 Censu s of Manuf ac tures.
Further, since the feasibility decision will be made primari l y on a
cost compari son between the present location of the industry and a
possib l e Utah location it seems appropriate to discuss , in detail,

the characteristics of the indus try as presently constituted.

This

wi ll involve determining the material s , labor an d other facto rs most
pertinent to the i ndustry, the means of transporting the finished pro-

duct to market, and where the marke t s are in relation to the production
si t e.

Product input s and characteristics
of production

Materials.
ove rview

Reference to Table l wi ll give the reader a general

of t he composition of the mate rials that go into the making

of the products unde r conside ra tion.

These figures are given as a

pe r centage of the total expendi ture which is listed at the top.

The

single largest component of t he product is sheet and strip forms of
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Table 1.

Percentage of Hajo r Component Haterials Included in Household
Appliances

Componen t Haterials

Household
Cooking
Eq uipmen t

Household
Refrigerators

Househo ld
Laundry
Equipment

235 ,93 7

648,625

396,067

.18
17.08
.38

15.19
.15

Materials, parts, containers

and supp lies (To tal) ($1,000)
Hill Shaped and Foms (except
castings)
Carbon Steel :
Bars and Bar Shapes
Sheet and Strip
Wire and Wi r e Products
Structural Shapes
Plates
All other Shapes and Foms
Alloy Steel
Stainless Steel
Copper:

insulated wire & cable

Rod, bar, plat e , sheet, pipe

1. 31
15.28
. 18

.01
. 35

1.02

2.03

.55

. 36

.52

. 30

.31

.41

1. 96

.72

2.46

.24

.47

&

tube
Aluminum & Aluminum bas e alloy
Castings:

a

Iron (gray & mal l e able)

1. 37

1.56

4.25

Fractional Horsepower Ele c tric
Moto rs

1.12

9.01

14 . 81

Paper & Paperboard containers

1.81

2.70

2.86

Bearings:

Ball & Roller

(D) b

.49

All other Haterials & Components,
Parts, Containers, and Supplies

62.38

59.76

58.18

11.61
99.92

4.76
99.91

2.20
99.95

l-1ate rials, Components, Parts,

Containers, & Supplies n . s.k.c
Total
8Represents zero

bpercentage not available
CNot specified by kind
Source :

U. S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufactures, 1963, Industry Statistics: Household Appliances ,
(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966),
p. 36B- 27 & 28.
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carbon steel .

They cons tit u t e f rom 15.19 percent for Household Refri -

gerators, to 17.08 pe r cent f or Household Cooking Equipment.
most part this would be cold rolled steel.

For the

If all steel components

are added together (carbon, alloy, and stainless) they total 20.03,
16.91, and 17.60 percent respectively for the products reading from
left to right.

The only other significant s ingl e component is the

Fractional Horsepower Ele ctrical Moto rs, especially in the case of
refrigerators and laundry equipment .

These are primarily under

horsepower synchronous and subsynchronous timing motors, and small
horsepower motors used for driving the machine.

Since the com-

plexity of the washers and dryers is increasing they require more and
more such parts.
Percentagewise the classification , All Other Materials & Components, Parts, Containers, and Supplies makes up considerably over 50

percent of the total spent on all materials.

This is explained by

the fac t that the statistics are taken from the Census of Manufactures

and they asked for information on only the major inputs.

Of these

inputs, which numbered some 400, the inputs individually listed were
incl uded.

The all other category accounted for the remainder and thus

totaled to a large percentage although no single component amounted
to any significant portion.

This category includes such components as

plastic molded parts, glass, swi tches, timers, thermostats, light
fixtures , paint, casters, screws , washers, bolts , etc .

(For a com-

plet e list refer to Appendix A)
Detailed statistics.

Table

gives th e detailed applian ce indus-

try statist i cs for the year 1963 concerning inputs other than materials.
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Table 2.

Detailed Statistics of Household Appliance Production:

1963

Household
Household
Household
Cooking
Laundry
Ref
ri
gerators
Equipment
Equipment

Item

Production Wo rkers:

15,149
30,356
75 , 580

35 , 232
69,978
212,228

14,738
28,827
85 , 865

253,530

696 , 141

416,015

235,937
10 , 524
2 ,319

648 ,62 5
33 , 242
5 , 180

396,067
12 , 495
2,470

Electric Energy :
Quantity - million kw . -hrs.
Cost ($1,000)

236
2 ,5 18

738
7 , 548

309
3,313

Contract Work ($1,000)

2 ,23 2

1,546

1,670

Value of Shipments : (Total)($1 , 000)
Value of Resales

473 ,4 53
16 , 953

1,306, 539
38,645

760,161
14,870

Value Added By Manufacture

230 , 285

631 , 269

353,863

73,214
84 , 918

179,827
208 , 619

100,539
110,82 7

8, 310
8 , 216
2 ,7 38
5 , 478

2 3 , 9 33
21,765
2 , 744
19,021

9, 397
9,217
1 ,485
7,732

Average for the Year
Hours (1,000)
\<ages ($1,000)

~!an

Cost of Materials:

(Total)

Materials , Parts , Container,

& Supplies Consumed ($1,000)
Costs of Resales
Fuels Consumed

Manufacturer's Inventories:

Beginning of Year (Total)
End of Year (Total)
Expendi tures for Plant & Equip.:
New : (Total)
New Structures & Additions
New Machinery & Equipment
Source:

U. S . Department of Commerce , Bureau of t he Census , Cens us of
Manufactures , 1963, Industry Statistics : Household Appliances,
(Washington , D.C.: U. S. Government P r in tin g Office, 1966),
p. 368-ll.
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It will be noted th at the Refrigera tors - Home and Farm Freezers industry employed mo r e than twice as many people as the other two segments
combined.

This meant that they also expended more than twice as much

for wages during the year.

In all three cases wages are about one-third

of the total spent on materials and are therefore a relatively import-

ant factor.
The electri c ener gy requirements in all cases run int o the millions

of dollars.

However, as a percentage of costs they are small.

The

fuel requirements were approximately comparable to the expenditures

on electricity.

This would indicate that much of the machinery re-

quired in the production of the product is driven by electricity.
The value of shipments indicates that the costs of production
(direct) constitute about 50 percent of the total value.

Put

another way, the value added by manufacture is 50 percent of the total
value of shipments.
Inventories for the industry run approximately 15 percen t of the

value of shipments which indicates the cost of storing them may be
significant depending on how they are stored and where .
The final figures in the table are included to give some idea of
the annual out lay for new plant andequipment for the industry in order
to determine some demand for increased facilities and relate this to

the increase in consumer demand for the product.

In 1963 the invest -

ment in new machinery and equipmen t by the House Refrigerator segment

was s izable .

To tie all of this together reference to Table 3 will give the
reader a look at some o f the statistics relative to one another.

The

average earnings per worker in the industry amounted to $5 , 870, $6 ,501
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Table 3.

Selected Operating Rat ios for Househo ld Appliances

Ra tio

Production l<orke r s
Total Employment
Production Worker Wages
Man-Hour

Household
Househo l d
Cooking Re~~t~~~~~~rs laundry
Equipment
Equipment

79%
$2.49

82%
$3. 03

80%
$2 . 98

Cost of Materials & Payrol l
Total Value of Shipments

77%

75%

70 %

Cost of Materials
Total Value of Shipme nt s

54%

53%

55%

Sa l aries & Wa ges
Adjusted Value Ad ded

48%

44%

33%

Source:

U. S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of t he Census, Census of

Manufactures, 1963 , Industry Statisti cs: Household Appliances ,
(Washingt on , D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966),
P. 36B-ll.
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and $6,291 respective l y whi l e th e wag e rates for wo rkers in the industry ranged from $2.49 t o $3 . 03 per hour.
Cost of materials and payroll ranged from 70 to 77 percent of
the value of total shipments.

Materials alone amounted to between 53

and 55 percent of the value of total shipments.

This would then leave

from 23 to 30 percent for overhead and profit.
Since the employment in the industry is 65,119 total for the year
and salaries and wages constitute from 33 to 48 percent of the total
value added by manufacture, labor relations and wages are an important
indicator of t he connection between wage increases and product price
increases.

This should give some idea of the input composition as it goes
into the production of household appliances.

With this information

in mind the extent of the concentration of the industry can be examined
with an eye to noticing the relative position of the factory with
respect to the raw materials.

Further, the type of laborer necessa r y

in th e plant can be determined in consideration of the wage leve l.
The industry market west of the Mississ ippi River

As previously mentioned produc tion plants east of the Mississip pi
River se rve a large market in the western United States.

As a result

transportation costs to the western marke ts become a larger r ela tive

part of the selling price.

The market west of the Mississippi i s

made up of 24 states which are grouped into the regions designated
West Nor th Central, West South Central , Moun tain, and Pacific.

The

single largest market is California due to its higher populat ion .
Table 4 indicates the number of estab lishments (wholesale) that
are operating in these 24 states and the size of their sal es in
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Sales of Household Appliances in Regions, Divisions, and
States by Kind of Business: 1963

Table 4.

Electrical AEEliances, TV, Radio Sets
Region &
State

All Ty2es of 02erations
EstablishSales
ments
($1,000)

Merchant Wholesalers
EstablishSales
ments
(Sl,OOO)

West North Central
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri

North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

57
41
83
7
9
22
29

100,538
47,608
176,950
10,273
7,658
35,799
4 7, 407

44
34
61
6
8
20
26

81,18 7
44,107
134,556
(D)
(D)
(D)
46,215

16
42
25
152

22,097
82,565
38,579
218,971

15
33
21
117

(D)
76,272
(D)
178,77 7

14
4
l
49
13
31
28
6

12,643
(D)
(D)
71,222
7,401
33,614
46,219
6,534

14
3
35
13
29
23
6

12,643
(D)
(D)
60,962
7 , 401
(D)
(D)
6,534

58
31
339
2
19

76,225
60,409
679,488
(D)
10,424

41
26
258
2
16

West South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana

Oklahoma
Texas

Hountain
Montana

Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona

Utah
Nevada
Pacific

Washington
Oregon
California
Alaska
Hawaii

Source:

61,121
52,645
533 , 322
(D)
(D)

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of

Business, 1963, Wholesale Trade and Area Statistics. (Washington
D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1964, IV), p . l-65 .
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dollar terms fo r 1963.

Since the merchant wholesaler makes up the

largest portion of the total number of wholesalers he is listed
separately.

The information c omes from the Census of Business and

lists television and radio in a product class with the household
appliances under consideration.

For this reason the figures are only

valuable in that they giv e some idea of the relative size of the markets for household applian ce s that lie in the western half of the
United States.
A more realistic idea of the percent of the market that lies in
this area can be gleaned from the information that is presented in
Table 5.

Here the tons of shipments are given by the geographic divi-

sion of origin and of destination for 1963.

The areas listed as

column headings indicate that the manufacture of this type of commodity is concentrated in these areas and any division not listed will
be included in the 'all other divisions' heading.

The four divisions

of the country that lie west of the Mississippi receive a total of
slightly over one third of the total tons of household appliances
shipped each year.

Of thi s total 63.2 percent originates in the East

North Central division, 21.0 percent in the East South Central and 10.2
percent in the West North Cent ral.

This means that 94.4 percent of

the total shipments received by the markets west of the Mississippi
originate in these areas.

If the West North Central division is

eliminated, since it lie s west of the Mississippi, we find that 84.2
percent of the total comes from an area that is well over 1,000 miles
from the major markets in the western area.
These same statistics in ton-miles of shipment are provided in

Table 6 .

The area west of the Mississippi received over one half of

Table 5.

Tons of Shipments of Household Appliances by Geographic Division of Origin and
Destination: 1963

Percent Distribution by Division of Origin

Geographic
Division of
Destination

United St a tes (Total )
New England
Middle Atlantic
East No rth Central
West Nort h Central
South Atlan ti c
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain & Pacific
So urce :

Tons of
West
East
East
Al l
All
Shipments Nor th E New d AMiddle.
No rth
South
Other
1 an
1 ant~c Central Central Divisions Divisions
Central
ng
t
(1,000)
3,25 3

6.1

3. 3

2. 9

66 . 2

19.6

1.9

100 . 0

197
529
842
287
425
153
314
506

.6
4 .1
5.2
14.4
2.6
9.8
8 .9
7. 3

11.7
5.1
1.4
2.4
2.7
3.0
3. 3
2 .4

11.7
4.0
1.3
.9
3. 6
4.1
.8
2.6

59 . 3
63.0

16 . 5
21. 9
12.5
16.8
19 . 9
39 . 0
21.4
24 . 9

.2
1.9
2.6
.4
1.2
3. 7
1.0
2. 9

100 . 0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100 . 0
100.0
100 . 0
100.0

77.0

65 .1
70 . 0
40.4
64.6
59.9

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Transportation , 19 63 ,
Commodity Trans Eorta tion Survey , Parts 1 and 2 Commodi ty GrouES· (Washington D. C.:
u.S . Government Printing Office , 1964), p. 418 .

..,_
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Table 6.

Ton- Miles of Shipmen t s of Household Appliances by Geographic Division of Origin and
of Destination: 1963

Percent Distribution by Division of Origin

Geographic
Division of
Destination

United States (Tot el)
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain & Pacific
Source:

Ton-Miles of West
East
All
East
New
Midd l e
All
Shipments
North England Atlantic No rth
South
Other
Divisions
Central
Central
Central
Divisions
(1 , 000)
2,273

6.2

123
309
215
141
273
68
274
870

1.1
6.8
10 . 2
6.2
3.6
12.9
8.0
5.5

3.3
1.5
1.1
3.7
5.5
2.2
5 .7
5. 5
3.4

2.6

62 . 5

21.6

3.8

100 . 0

4.5
.8
2.0
1.7
2.7
6.4
1.2
3. 5

70 . 7
60 . 0
53.9
66 . 8
70.9
43.0
64 . 9
61.4

22 . 0
23.7
13.4
18 . 8
17 . 1
23.1
19.1
25 . 4

.2
7.6
16 . 8
1.0
3. 5
8. 9
1.3
.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100 . 0
100.0
100.0

U. S . Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census, Census of Transportation, 1963,
Commodity TransEortation Survey , Parts 1 and 2 Commodity GrouES· (W ashington D. C. :
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1964) , p . 418 .
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the total ton-miles of household appliance shipments in 1963, or a
total of 1, 285 million ton-miles.

Of this amount 64.4 originated in

the East North Central division, 21.1 percent in the East South Central
and 6.6 percent in the West Nor th Central making a total of 92.1 percent .

I f the West No rth Central is again eliminated it is found that

85.5 percent of the ton-miles of product shipped originated in these
two areas of concentration.

One third of the market but very little

production being west of the Mississippi suggests that the present
industry is oriented to some raw material , or materials; its major
ma rkets; or some particular sca l e of plant.

The cost of transporting this amount of product over such a
distance is relatively large.

The actual amount will depend on how it

is shipped, where it is shipp ed and in what amounts .

Method of transportation and relationship
to destination

Table 7 indicates that the majori ty of the product transported
moves by rail.

Specifically, 63.6 percent of the household cooking

equipmen t is shipped by rail, househo ld refrigerators 80.8 percent ,
and household laundry equipment 71.2 percent .

Considering that 31.3

percent, 16.0 percent and 22.2 percent respectively is shipped by
motor carrier; the conclusion follows that these two methods of trans-

portation combined are the means by which the bulk of this type of
freight moves .

The point becomes even more clear when we refer to

Table 8 and note that well over 95 percent in all cases, in terms of
ton-miles, is shipped by a combination of rail and motor carrier.

Table 9 gives a more complete breakdown as to the geographic
region of origin and the distance shipped.

Of the total shipped in
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Table 7.

Distribution of Household Appliances by Means of TransportTons of Shipments

Household
Cooking
Equ ipment
Tons of Shipments (1,000)

Household
Refr i gerators

Household
Laundry
Equipment

572

1 , 013

789

100.0
63.6
31.3
3.3

100.0
80.8
16.0
2.7

100.0
71.2
22.2
5.8

.1
1.6
.1

.5

Percent Distribution by

of Transport:
All means
Rail

Means

Motor Carrier
Private Truck

Air
l<ater
Other
Unknown
Source:

.5

U. S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of

Transportation, 1963, Commod.:!J:_y_ Transportation Survey , Parts 1
and 2 Commodity Groups. (Washington D. C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1964), p. 21
Table 8 .

Distribution of Household Appliances by Means of Transport Ton-Miles of Shipment
Household
Cooking
Equipment

Ton-Miles of Shipment (1 ,000)
Percent Distribution by
Means of Transport:
All means

Rail
Motor Carrier
Private Truck

Household
Refrigerators

Household
Laundry
Equipment

431

758

507

100.0
75.2
21.6
1.2

100 . 0
91.2
7. 6
.6

100.0
86 . 2
11.3
1.9

.2
1.7
.1

.6

.1
.1
.4

Air

Water
Other
Unknown
Source:

U. S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census , Census of

Transportation, 196 3, Commodity Transportation Survey , Parts 1
and 2 Commodity Groups . (Washington D. C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1964), p. 41.

Table 9.

Tons of Shipments of Household Appliances by Means of Transport, Region of Origin, and
Distance Shipped

Percent Distribution by Means of Transport

Geographic Region
Of Origin
and Distance Shipped

Tons of
Shipments
(1 ,000)

United States (Tota1)a
Under 200 Miles
200 - 300 Miles
400 - 599 Miles
600 - 999 Miles
1,000 Miles and oyer

3,253
547
626
524
897
659

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100 . 0
100.0

61.8
31.5
36.3
69 . 4
80 . 3
79.7

202

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

8.1
.8
.1
.3
31.3

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100 . 0
100.0

64.2
39.6
38.2
70.8
79.4
86.7

The Northeastern St ates
Under 200 Miles
200 - 599 Miles
600 - 999 Miles
l, 000 Miles and aver
The North Central States
Under 200 Miles
200 - 399 Miles
400 - 599 Miles
600 - 999 Miles
1,000 Miles and over
3 P-roduction

77

50
25
50
2 , 349
396
472

411
631
439

All
Means

Rails

Motor

Private

Carrier

Truck

Air

Water

Other

Unknown

28.5
48.5
46.4
27 . 6
14.1
15.4

7.1
18 . 7
15.7
1.6
1.4
1.6

0.1

0.1
.3

2.1
.9
.9
1.1
4.0
2.7

0.3

80 . 9
85.4
95.5
91.3
54.1

3. 3
8.6

5.5
3. 3
3.9
1.9
12 . 3

1.1
.4

25 . 4
42 . 1
41.6
25.7

7.6
18.0
18 . 5
2.0
1.3
.6

2.4
.3

.3

.7

1.0

1.2
5.6
2.6

•3

13.7

9.5

.3

.4

.1

.4

.7

.2
•2
.3
.9

1. 3
.1
.8

.1

.5

.1

.1
•7

.3
.2
.1

.3

5.8
.6

of this commodity is concentrated in the geographic regions shown; figures and distri-

butions for geographic regions not shown are included in the total.
Source:

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Transportation, 1963,

Commodity Transportation Survey , Parts 1 and 2 Commodity Groups.
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 415 .

(Washington D. C.:
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the United States we find that 1,556 thousand tons, or 48 percent, is
shipped 600 miles or more.

The Northeastern s tate s shipped 75 thousand

tons, or 37 percent and the North Central states shipped 1,070 thousand tons, or 46 percent of their respective totals to a distance over

600 miles.
Of the total shipments for the United Sta t es , which go more than
600 miles, 79.5 percent moves by rail.

Another 14.8 percent moves by

motor carrier, or 95.3 percent moves by the two means.

The distance

of 1,000 miles or over is reached 79.7 percent by rail for the U. S .
and 86.7 percent by rail when shipped from the No rth Central States.
The Northeastern states for some reason ship over 50 percent by motor
carrier when the freight travels over 1,000 mi l es .
The only significant area where private trucks are used is over

short distances .

Logic suggests that thi s might be due t o the fact

that these are smaller shipments going t o off line destinations.
The distance from 200 to 399 miles , for the United States, is still
primarily shipped by rail indicating that the shipments in these
distances are probably larger in total s ize.
The conclusion might be drawn that th e size of the shipments
moving long distances is probably quite large making it more feasible
to ship by rail .

It further indicates t hat the destination is located

on a major rail line and is more than likely a major distribution

center .

The buyer of the product is most likely a who l esaler who

then distributes to the smaller outlying areas by small lots and by
means of transportation other than rail.
These conclusions are supported by the statistics presen t ed in

Table 10 and Table 11.

Of the total tons of shipments, 82 percent
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Table 10.

Tons of Shipments of Household Appliances by Means of
Transport and Weight of Shipment: 1963

Un ited
States
(Total)

Tons of Shipments (l,OOO)a

Under
1,000
Lbs.

1,000
to
9,999
Lbs.

10,000
to
19,999
Lbs.

20,000
Lbs.
and
over

2,930

184

343

1,192

1 , 211

100 . 0
64.5
27.1
6.7
0.1
0.1
1.2
0.3

100.0
6.5
77.1
6.7
.6
.4
8.1
.6

100.0
12.4
71.3
11.6
.1
.3
3.8
.5

100.0
64.3
25.3
9.2

100 . 0
88.2

Percent Distribution by
Means of Transport:

All Means
Rail
Mo tor Carrier
Private Truck
Air

Water
Other
Unknown

8.7
2.9

•2

.5
.5

.2

arncludes only shipments represented by bills of lading and invoices.
Source:

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Cens us of
Transportation, 1963, Commodity Transportation Survey, Parts 1

and 2 Commodity Groups. (Washing t on D. C.:
Printing Office, 1964 ) , p. 419.

U. S. Government
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Table 11.

Ton-Miles of Shipments of Household Appliances by Means
of Transport and Weight of Shipments : 1963

United
States
(Total)

Ton-Miles of Shipments a
(1,000)

Under
1,000
Lbs .

1,000
to
9,999
Lbs .

10,000
to
19,999
Lbs.

20,000
Lbs.
and
over

2,009

107

167

765

970

100.0
78 . 8
16.6
2.2
0.3
0.1
1.8
0.2

100.0
12.6
69.4
1.9
.9
.4
14.3
.5

100.0
18 . 8
62.1
7.3
.6
.7
9.5
1.0

100 . 0
81.3
14.4
2.9
.5

100.0
94.3
4.7
.8

.6
.3

.2

Percen t Distribution by

of Transport:
All Means
Rail

Means

Moto r Carrier

Private Truck

Air
Wate r

Other
Unknown

arncludes on l y shipmen t s represented by bills of lading and invoices.
Source:

U. S. Department of Comme rce, Bureau of the Census, Census of

Transportation, 1963, Commodity Transportation Survey , Parts 1
and 2 Commodity Groups. (Washington D. C. : U. S . Governmen t
Printing Office, 1964), p. 419.
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are shipments of 10,000 pounds or over.

Of the total ton-mil es of

shipment, 86 percent are represented by the shipments which weigh 10,000
pounds or more.

Simply stated, this indicates that the predominance

of shipments are in large lots designed to cut the cos ts of transportation.

The shipments of this size move primarily ove r the rails,

while the shipments under 10, 000 pounds move predominantly by mo t or
carrie r .

Again for the United States total, nearly 65 percent of the

household appliance freight moves by rail.
Conclusions

From the preceding data some basic conclusion s can be drawn which
will go far to describe the nature of the Household Appliance Industry
as it has been defined.

First of all, the major input as measured by

percent of cost or weight is stee l.

Since the purpose of this study

is to determine whe th e r or not it is feasible to lo cate a stee l fabricating plant in the s tat e of Utah , and af ter i solating th e Household
Appliance Industry as defined , we can draw certain comparisons for this

industry between present l ocations and a potential Utah site.
Secondly, since labor is a major contributor to the value added
by manufactu r e in this industry a comparison of the r e lative price and

quantity of labor in Utah should be available as a consideration in
the decision.

The quality of the labor fo r ce wil l be a further deter-

minant which wi ll have some i mpact.

Quali t y, however, may no t be as

prime a consideration as the average hourly wage in the industry indicates that unski lled or semi-skilled laborers make up the bulk of the
labor used.
The third conclusi on is that there already exists a market f or
the product in the western United States that is relatively r emo te
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from the site of production.

This ma rket represents approximately

one third of the total United S t ates market and is as sumed to be
large enough t o justify the l ocation of a larger percentage of the
t otal production of this commodity in the West.
Finally , since the market in the West is remo te from the s ite of

production, delive r y to those markets entails a relatively sizab l e
transportation cost and problem as it relates to speed of delive ry.
As pointed out, the largest percentage of the total ton- miles i s in
shipments over 10,000 pounds and moves by rail.
are also in large quant i ties and move by rail.

The total tons shipped
The amount shipped

over 600 mi les is about 48 percent and it would appear that costs could
be cut considerably if a production plant were located nearer to the
markets that li e west of the Hississippi River .
Much of the basis for th e decision will r es t on th e fact, which
wil l be pointed out lat e r, that the wes tern half of the United States
is where the population growth is the most ra pid leading t o the
fur the r conc lusion that in the f uture the market potential in the Wes t
will become a more and more significant reason to establish a si te of
production for th is important consumer commodity to this area.

Many of th e implications made here as conclusions will be investigated as t o their validity in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
A HYPOTHETICAL MODEL AND COSTS RELATED TO A UTAH LOCATION
Now that the preceding chapters have provided a description of
the industry and some idea of the underlying theory of location the
potential Utah site can be examined.

There is little doubt as to

why it is desirable to seek the location of indus try in a community
or state.

Economi cal l y the benefits are worth the effort.

According

to the U. S. Chambe r of Commerce:
. a new factory with 100 jobs to fill brings 359 people,
$710,000 in additional spending power and $229,000 in fresh bank
deposits into a community. In addition, 100 households are
added, $331 ,000 extra is spent in local s tores, three new stores
are opened and 97 additional autos are registered each year. l
In the industry under study the potential is cons i derably more
than this example of 100 new jobs.

As pointed out, the selec tion of

a site with respect to net profit is the most valid.

The determina-

tion of new profit en tails determining total cos t s and receipts .
The household appliance industry is an oligopoly .

The producers mar-

ket and price are determined by oligopolistic forces .

With a known

market and a given price the total revenue is determined.

Any action

by one produce r to lower his price will be count ered by actions of
his competitors.

There further exists no reason to raise his price

as his competitors will not follow and the individual will lose some
or all of his market.

For the producer in the oligopolistic situation

1 "The Rough and Tumble of Site Location," Dun ' s Review (March 1963),
p. 597 .
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th e total re venue is determinant and the incentive is to reduce costs.
For this reason a compa rison of total costs will be considered.

In

order for this to be done in a meaningful and orderly fashion a hypothetical model will be used.
The hypothetical model
The possibi li ty of a Utah production site serving the 11 western
states as its market is the basis of the model.

Reference to Table 12

will offer a comparison of each of these states to the United States,
both individually and collectively.

In 1960, slightly over 27 million

people lived in the western states or approximately 15 percent of the
total population.

Table 13 indicates the percentage growth in popu-

lation with respect to the 1960 population figures.

Through 1965

the western states grew 14 percent compared to 8 percent for the
Unite d Sta t es .

By 1985, it is projected that the population of the

western United States will be just unde r 50 million people.

This

represents a growth rate of 84 percent compared to 47 percent for
the r es t of the nation.

This means that the percentage of the total

population living in the western states by 1985 will increase from
just over 15 percent in 1960 to just under 19 percent.

Based on this

the size of the fu ture market in the western states may also be ex-

pected to increase at a more rapid rate than for the rest of the
United States.
At the same time the percentage of the personal income in the
western states will increase relative to the rest of the nation .

By 1965, the people living in the western states (16 percent of the
total population) took home over 18 percent of the personal income for

Table 12.

Projected Population for Eleven Hestern States to 1985

1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
Population Population Population Population Populat i on Populationa
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
United States (Total)

179,323

Eleven \-/estern States

27 ,194
675
667
330
1 , 754
951
1 , 302
891
285
2 , 853
1 , 769
15 , 717

Montana

I daho
Hyoming
Co l orado
New Mexico
Arizona

Ut ah
Nevada
Hash ing t on
Oregon
Californi a

193,795
31,006
703
693
330
1 , 949
1 , 014
1 , 575
994
434
2 , 973
1 , 938
18 , 403

206' 345

222 , 805

242 '311

263 ,627

39,071
764
760
354
2 , 340
1 , 215
2 ,1 27
1 , 207
632
3,304
2 , 239
24 , 129

44,254
817
82 1
386
2 , 588
1 ' 384
2 , 469
1 , 346
700
3,587
2 , 414
27,742

49,959
879
897
430
2 , 856
1 , 594
2 , 847
1,494
733
3 , 937
2 , 588
31 ' 704

34 , 634
725
717
335
2,124
1 , 092
1 , 829
1 , 087
547
3 , 098
2 , 076
21 , 004

aAll population figu res and estimate figures are given in t housands .
So urce:

u. S. Dep£rtment of Commerce , Bureau of the Cens us , Population Estimates , I ll us tr ative
Pro j ect ions of the Po pulation of States 1970 to 1985 Se r ies P- 25 No . 362 (Hashington D. C. :
U. S . Government Printing Office , March 7, 1967) .

"'a-
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Table 13.

Projected Percentage Population Increase for Eleven Western
States to 1985

Percen t Increase Over 1960

1965
United St a t es (Total)

8%

Eleven Western States

14
4
4
0
11
7
21
12
52
4
10
17%

Montana

Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico

Arizona

Utah
Nevada
Washington
Oregon
California
Source:

1970

1975

1980

1985

15%

24%

35%

47%

27
7

44

8

14
7
33
28
63
36
122
16
27
54%

2
21
15
41
22
92

9
17
34%

u. s. Department of Commerce, Illust ra tive
Population of States.

13

63
21
23
17
48
46
90
51
146
26
37
77%

84
30
35
30
63
68
119
68
157
38
46
102%

Projections of the
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the United States.
in 1948.

This represents a steady growth from 14.4 percent

In the decade from 1948 to 1958 the Un ited Stat es as a whole

increased its personal income by 71 . 6 per cen t.

During th e same time

the western states increased theirs 98.79 percent.

From 1958 to 1965

each in c r eased 48.4 percent and 61 . 4 percent respectively. 2
With increased population a nd buying power in t he western states
t he market potential should increase in proportion .

The refore singling

o ut these 11 western states, i . e ., Montana, Idaho, Wyoming , Colorado,

New Mexico, Arizona , Utah, Nevada , Washington, Oregon , and California;

const ruc tion of t he hypothetical model can take shape.
On t he basis of the industry statistics presented in Table 2 ,
page 36 , the requirements for a firm serving the 11 wes t e rn states is
proj ec t ed.

Using these statistics as totals , the requirements for

the Utah location are based on the percentage of the tons of shipments received by thes e states in 1963 .

(Total shipments for the

United Sta t es were 3 , 253,000 tons wh ile t hose sen t to the 11 wes t e rn
states totaled 506,000 tons.)

For 1963, t he 11 wes t e rn states

r ece i ved 15.6 percent of the total shipment s .

Using this 15 . 6 per-

cen t fig ure the requireme nt s for the Utah location were calculated as

presented in Table 14.

Here t he three major sectors of the industry

are given individually and also as a total.
be

The total figure wi l l

used f or most of the comparisons used in the following pages.
In 1963 , the total value of shipments for the United States for

each of the three sectors, Househo ld Cooking Equipment, Re friger a t o rs Farm and Home Freezers, and Househo ld Laundry Equipment were $536 , 748,000;

2u . S . Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Survey
of Current Business , XLVI, No.8 (August 1966) , pp. 12-13.
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Table 14.

Input Requirements fo r a Utah Location

Item

Labor:

Total

2,013

3,661

2,224

7,898

362

808

385

1,555

37
393

115
1,178

48
517

200
2,088

39,456

104,905

67,033

211 ,394

1,072

666

194

1,932

Copper and Copper Base
1,000 Lbs. Copper Content

320

3,068

239

3,637

Aluminum and alum. base
1,000 Lbs. Alum. Content

483

5,662

308

6,453

5,340
1,664
1,645
965

4,391
1,169
536
421

1,152
506

10,883
3 ,339
2,181
1,386

284,082
671
916,580
8,176

171,995
700
1,532,261
8,424

76' 892
112
63,731
304

496,969
1,483
2,512,572
16,904

1,769

2,733

667

5,169

27 ,235

65,291

37,310

129,836

Fuel:

(Average number)

Househo ld
Household
Household
Cooking
Laundry
Refrigerators
Equipment
Equipment

($1,000)

Energy:
kw.-hrs. (million)
Cost ($1 ,000)
Hate rials:
Carbon Steel
Short tons
Alloy and Stainless
Short tons

Cas ting s
Iron (Short tons)
Co s t ($1,000)
Aluminum (1,000 Lbs.)
Cost ($1,000)
Fractional
Electric
Timing
Cost
Other
Cost

Horsepower
Motors:
Motors

($1,000)
($1,000)

Paper and Paperboard
Containers:

Cost ($1,000)
All Other Haterials:
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$687,887,000; and $76 6,068,000 respectively.

For the 11 western states

this meant that they received 15.6 percent of each of these totals
or $83,733 ,000 ; $107,310,000; and $119,507,000 of each respectively .
Since the population of the 11 wes tern states in 1963 was approximately
29,480 ,000 people,3 this meant that the per capi t a expenditu re on
household appliance s was $2.84 fo r cooking equipment; $3.64 for refrigera t ors and freeze r s ; and $4.05 for laundry equipment.
On the basi s of th ese per capi ta expenditures and assuming that
they are constant, a prediction of the size of the future value of
shipments in the western states can be made when r elated to the population projections.

Table 15.

This is presen ted in Table 15 .

Projected Value of Shipmen ts to the Eleven Western States

Year

Household
Household
Household
Cooking
Laundry
Refrigerators
Equipment
Equipment

Total

126,068
142,218
161,085
181,851

364,697a
411,418
465,995
526,069

98 ,3 61
110,962
125,681
141,884

1970
1975
1980
1985

140,268
158,238
179,229
202,334

aA11 figures are given in thous ands of dollars.

By 1985 people in th e weste rn states wi ll be spending a total of
$5 26,069,000 on all three types of household appliances.

(This also

assumes a constant per capi ta income and is thus a conservative estimate.)

This represents a sizable marke t and is an in crease of 69 . 4 percent over
the total sold in 1963.

The projected value of shipments for the en tire

3Based on interpolation be t ween 1960 and 1965 figures.
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United States is also presented in Table 16.

The total shipments in 1985

will be $2,775,992,000 for the United States of which the weste rn states
will receive 18 .95 percent.

This compares to the 15.6 percent in 1963.

Even though this projection of the value of shipments for future years
is based on a per capita expenditure for the yea r 1963 it does give some
relative idea as to the growth of the market in the western states as
opposed to that in the United States .

Table 16.

Year

Projec ted Value of Shipments for the United States

Household
Household
Household
Cooking
Refrigerators Laundry
Equipment
Equipment

1970
1975
1980
1985

586 ,020
632 ,766
688 ,16 3
748 ,701

751,096
811,010
882 , 012
959,602

835,697
902,361
981 , 360
1, 06 7, 689

Total

2,172,813a
2 , 345,136
2,551,535
2,775,992

All figures are given in thousands of dollars.

With some idea of the future market size in mind the task of supplying that market can be undertaken.

It is possible that the market will

c ontinue to be served by the present production sites .

However, it is

also possible that a Utah production site could serve the needs of this
market either in part or in full.

The assumption of the model, as

previously stated, will be that the entire market will be served by the
hypothetical Utah location.
be compared to other sites.

The costs of production for a Utah site must
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Cost of materials
The cost of materials will be es timated on the basis of major
component materials only, since many of the smaller components are

relatively insignificant and available locally.

In all cases, the

figures presented in the hypothetical model will be used as the basis
for figuring the total costs of the particular material under consideration.

Steel costs.

The largest single component part of the products

under consideration is steel.

Most of the parts are either cast or

stamped out of iron or steel.

The nature of steel as it goes into

the final product varies considerably.

Due to this, it is purchased

in all forms, manely; plates, sheets, strips, structural shapes, and
bars .

Table 17 presents the current prices of these various forms as

of July 1967.

These prices are then used to figure the total cost

of steel to the Utah producer as presented in Table 18.

In addition,

the costs of these same types of steel in the Midwest and East are
given as a comparison.

Since the prices are fairly uniform within

a given geographical area only the areas are compared rather than each
individual steel production point.

(Some form of zone pricing evi-

dently causes this.)
In all cases, except for wire, the western producer will pay a

higher price for steel .

The total costs for the three appliance

commodities is listed as well as that for all three combined.

As

indicated, the midwestern location has the greatest cost advantage,

with the east in the middle and the west having the greatest disadvantage with resp ect to steel cos t .

from $1.99 to $2.73 million annually.

This disadvantage amounts to
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Table 17.

Stee l Pri ces

Strip: (over 1/2" up to 23
Cold-Rolled Carbon
East:
Average
Midwest: Average
Average
West :

15/16 " wide)
pri ce 8 .02 5~/lb. or $160. 50/short ton
price 7. 700~/ lb . or $154.00/short ton
price 8.750~/ lb. or $175.00 /shor t ton

Cold-Rolled Alloy:
East:
Average price 15. 738~/lb. or $314.76/short ton
Midwest: Average price 15.667c/lb . or $313.34/short ton
West :
Average price 17.95~/lb. or $359.00/short t on
Shee ts: (over 23 15/16" wide up to 48" wi de)
Cold- Rolled Carbon
East:
Average price 6 . 675~/lb. or
Midwes t: Average price 6 . 725~/lb. o r
West:
Average price 6.888~/lb. or
South:
Average price 6.675~/lb. or

$133 .50/sho rt
$134. 50/sho rt
$137. 76/s ho rt
$133 .50 /s hort

ton
t on
ton
ton

Cold- Rolled, High Strength , Low Alloy
East:
Average price 9.675c/ l b . or $193.50 /s hort ton
Midwest: Average price 9.675~/ lb . or $193.50/short ton
West :
Average price 10.10 ~/ lb. or $202.00/short ton
Bars :

(no one dimension over 3 11 )

East :
Midwest:
West:

Average price 8.408~/ l b. or $168.16/short ton
Average price 8 . 067~/ l b . or $16 1. 34/sho rt ton
Average price 8.85c/lb. or $177 .00 /short ton

East:
Midwes t :
West:

Averag e price 8 . 05~/ lb. or $161.00 /sho rt ton
Average price 8.05~/lb. o r $161 . 00 /s ho rt ton
Average price 8 .00c/lb. o r $160.00 / short ton

Wire:

St ruc tur al Shapes (one dimens ion over 3" ) and Plates: (at least 3/ 16"
thick and 48" or mo r e wide)
East :
Average price 5.55c/ l b . or $111.00 /sho rt ton
Midwest: Average price 5 .60c/lb . or $112 . 00/ sho rt ton
West :
Average price 5 .60~ /lb . or $112 . 00/sh o rt ton
Source:

Iron Age, CC, No. 1, (July 6, 19 67 ).
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Table 18.

Cost of Stee l

Item

Total
Requirement

Household Cooking Equip.
Ca rbon Steel (Short tons)
Bars
Sheet & Strip
Wire
Plates & Structural
All Other Forms
Alloy Steel
Stainless

220
38,209
538
42
447
576
496

Tota l Steel

East

36,995
5,6 16, 723
86 , 618
4,662
65,615
181,302
156,121
6,148 , 036

Costa
Midwest

West

35 ,49 5
5 , 5ll,648
86,618
4 , 704
64,659
180,484

38 , 940
5 , 975,123
86 , 080
4 , 704
6 7, 653
206 , 784

5,883,608

6 , 379,284

Copper ( 1,000 Lbs. Content)

320

233,184

233,184

233 ,184

Aluminum (1,000 Lbs. Content)

483

120,750

120,750

120,750

Household Refrigerators
Carbon Steel
Sheet & Strip
Wire

All Other Forms
Alloy & Stainless
Total Steel

99,936 14,690,592 14,415,768 15,627,992
888
1,430
1,4 30
1,421
4,081
599,050
590 , 317
617,659
666
209,650
208 , 684
239,094
15,500,722 15 , 216,199 16,486,166

Copper

3,068

2,235 , 652

2 , 235 , 652

2,23 5,652

Aluminum

5,662

14,155

14,155

14,155

3, 734
62 ,065
224
1,010
194

627,909
9 , 123 , 555
36,064
148 , 258
61,069
9 , 996 , 855

Copp e r

239

174 ,159

174,159

174 , 159

Aluminum

308

77 ,000

77 , 000

77 ,000

Household Laundry Equip.
Carbon Steel
Bars
Sheet & Strip
Wire
All Other Forms
Stainless

Total Steel

Total Costs - Steel
acost fig ures given in dollars .

602 , 444
660 , 918
8 , 952,876 9 , 705, 725
36,064
35 , 840
146,096
152,863
60,788
69,646
9,798,268 10 , 624 , 992

31 ,64 5 , 613 30,898,075 33,490,442
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Copper and aluminum costs.

do not vary regionally.

The prices for coppe r and aluminum

In other words , their cost will vary region-

ally only as the transportation cost of procurement varies.

The

current total costs of copper and aluminum to the producer in the

east, midwest and west are included in Table 18 according to the
requirements of the hypothetical model.
Other materials.

Many of the other material component parts in

household appliances are less significant relatively than those
mentioned above.

In addition, they are generally regionally avail-

able giving rise to the assumption that their costs will not vary
significantly between regions.

However, some of these will be mentioned

as to their source for the Utah location recognizing that they are
readily available at other locat ion s .
Rubber, primarily used in the appliances as grommets and insulation lining is available in the west in California.

Certain other

kinds of rubber, mainly industrial, are available in the west in

California, Washington, Oregon and Utah. 4
Plastic, like rubber, is available in the west in California,
Washington, Oregon, and Utah.

It is becoming an increasingly more

important component of the household appliances; specifically, in
refrigerators and washers.
The use of plastics is on the inc r ease in all lines and
in 1965 amounted to approximately 100,000 t ons , up 44 percent
over the 1964 level. It cuts the weight of the refrigerato r

4u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufactures, 1963, Industry Statistics, Vol. II , (Washington D. C.:
U. S . Government Printing Office, 1966), pp. 288- 4, 30A-4, A-6.
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liners in half. Some appliance makers are testing plastic
refrigerator doors and washing machine tubs.5
The plastics industry is diverse in its location due to its many

uses.6
For the purposes of packing , paper and paperboard products are
used considerably in the industry.

Due to the proximity of the Utah

location to the lumb er and paper industry of the morthwestern United
States the supply of these products is again readily available. 7
Paints are also available in the west as readily as they are in
any area of the country.8

They are primarily used in the product as

the outside coating on the steel .
Small horse power electric motors are used considerably by the
household manufacturers and are primarily produced in the eastern

half of the United States.

However, just under ten percent of the

production takes place in California.9

This again will not result

in any significant regional difference in price.

Some of the metal working operations required for the industry
should also be considered.

These are primarily casting operations or

foundaries, and certain metalwo rking operations.

These operations are

available in Utah in support of manufacturing already located there
and thus available to th e Utah producer of househo l d appliances.10

look:

5John V. McCarthy, "Household Appliances , " U. S. Industrial Out196 7 , (December 1966), pp . 29 - 32.
6u. S. Department of Commerce, Industry Statistics , Vol. II.
7Ibid., p. 26A-7.
8Ibid., p. 28E-3.
9 rbid., p . 36A-7.

10
utah Industrial Promotion Commission, Manufacturing in Utah (Salt
Lake City: 1967)
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11

Another group of fabricators produces principally s t ee l sash , frames,

mold ings, and trim for the reg ional market." 11

Even though the assumption is that the above costs do not v ary
regiona l ly they can neverthel ess be in clud ed in the total cos t comparison by using them as a percentage on the basis of the figures for the
industry.

These are presente d i n Table 14 .

Labor costs

In order t o inv estigate the labor cost differentials between
regions, some idea of the labor requirements should be presented.
In Table 19 the t ypes of operations performed by employees in the
household appliance industry are listed.

In addition, the percentage

each type of labor is of the total produ ction employment is given.
Taking 15 . 6 percent of these total production employment requirements
by type the labor r equirements can be determined for th e hypothetical
firm.

These fig ures are li ste d in the last column .
Knowing what the labor req uirement s are for the hypotheti ca l

size firm the labor costs can now be det e rmined.

For this purpose,

eight areas in which production of the commodities takes place are

compared to the pos sible Salt Lake location.

In Table 20 the ave r-

age >reekly and hourly earnings in the areas are presented.

In gen-

eral, this gives some ideas of the comparative labor prices in the
produc tion areas .

It will also come to bear in the calculation of

the total l abo r cost s .

The larges t single labo r t y pe is that in-

volved in a ssembly of the product.

The ave rage hourly wage will be
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Table 19.

Employee Types Required for Household Appliances

Employee Types

Household
Household
Utah
Household
Cooking Refrigerators Laundry RequireEquipment
ment
Equipment

Stamping, Blanking &
Forming of Metals

1,868

3,272

2,073

1, 125

Painting, Lacquering &
Enameling

1 , 857

2,930

1,768

1,023

Assembly of Product

5 ' 279

13 '452

4,863

3,680

572

1, 705

383

415

3,156

798

Shipping Dept.
Maintenance, Warehousing,

1,959

Etc.
Automatic. Screw Machine

24

148

229

63

349

1,027

1,205

403

Tool and Die Shop

296

793

401

232

Foundry

569

Elect r o Plating & Other
Plating

140

Dept.
Machine Shop

89
134

Plastics Molding
Total
Sour ce:

75

54

103
12,960

23,530

14, 53 1

7 , 898

U. S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census , Census of

Manufactures, 1963, Industry Statistics: Household Appliances,
MC63(2)-36B, (Washington, D. C. : U. S . Government Printing
Office, 1966), p . 36B- 35.
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applied to this occupational g roup s ince it is most likely that t here
a r e a variety of job classific ations included to which no one hourly

wage, high or low, can be applied.

Table 20.

Ave rage Labor Wages for Selected Areas

Weekl y
Earnings

Hourly
Earnings

Chi cago , Illinois

$126. 77

3 .06

Detroit, Michigan

14 7.70

3 . 59

Minneapolis, Minnesota

126.58

3.04

Dayton, Ohio

144.11

3 .46

Loui s ville, Kentucky

118.86

3.04

Lo s Angeles, Californ ia

129.51

3 . 19

Pittsb urgh, Pa.

131.54

3.24

Indianapolis, Ind iana

124.44

3.05

$11 7 . 74

2 . 90

Area

Sal t Lake City, Utah
Source :

U. S. Department of Labor , Bureau of Labor Statistics, Emp loyment and Earnings , Vol. XIII, No. 1 2, (Washington D. C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office , 1967), pp. 72-75.

Table 21 presents the wage rates paid for the various job types
for each of the nine areas.

These labor wage rates are then matched

to the job classifications in the following manner to yield Table 22 .
1.

Stamping, blanking and forming of metals - sheetmetal worker

2.

Painting, lacquering and enameling- painter

3.

Assembly of product - average wage rate
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4.

Shipping department - packers and cle r ks (3 :1 average)

5.

Maintenance and warehousing - janitors and watchmen

6.

Automatic screw machine departmen t and machine s hop - machinists

7.

Tool and die shop- tool and di e makers

8.

Elec tro-p la ting - e lectricians

9.

Other- laborers

In the case of the shipping department the wage was found by
considering both packers and sh ipping cle rks.

Their wages were

considered together on t he basis of three times the packers wage
added to the wage of the shipping clerks and then divided by four.
Th i s yie lded a weighted average wage for the classification which was
then us ed in the calculat ion of the labor costs.
cost of e ach typ e of lab or for one hour.

Table 22 s hows the

It is figured by multiply-

ing th e wage rate per hour times the number of workers in the classi-

fication r equi r ed for t he hypo th e tical firm (15.6 per cent of the total).
The totals for each of the occupations is then totaled to gi ve th e
total labor costs for one ho ur fo r each site.

On comparison it is

found that the Utah location has a decided advantage over th e other
production s it es .

It amounts to from $704 per hour to $4 , 761 pe r

hour which result s in an annual saving in labor costs of between $1.4
and $9 .5 million dollars.
Th i s saving is considerable and substantiates the following
sta t emen t:

11

of all the facto rs to be considered in plant location,

those connected with labor are pe rhaps mos t critical. 1112

It is one

12"The Big Plant-Site Scramb l e ," Dun ' s Review, (March 1964), p . 160

Table 21.

Area Wage Rates for Selected Occupations

Area

Salt Lake Indian- Minne- Dayton Pitts- Chicago
Detroit Louisville
Los
a polis apolis
burgh
Angeles
$3.44

$3 .55

$3 . 71

$3 .78

$3.77

$3 .65

$3.49

$3.95

$3.63

Painters

3. 36

3.55

3.61

3.52

3. 21

3 .37

3.37

3 . 74

3.49

Tool & Die Makers

3.60

3.85

3. 76

4.09

3 . 71

3. 83

3.62

4.11

4 . 07

Watchmen & Janito r s

2.12

2.21

2 . 56

2. 31

2.50

2 . 34

2.62

3.04

2.52

Laborers

2 . 72

2 . 50

2. 71

2.78

2.74

2.37

2.55

3. 00

2.48

Packers & Shipping Clerks

2 . 42

2.55

2 . 68

2 . 81

2.73

2.59

2.44

3.01

2. 7 3

El ectri cians

3.40

3.70

3 . 85

3.68

3 . 51

3.60

3. 67

3. 96

3 . 74

Sheet Metal Workers

3 . 51

3.81

3 . 87

3.84

3 . 46

3 . 54

3.56

3 . 90

3.64

Average Wage

2.90

3 . 05

3.04

3 . 46

3.24

3 . 06

3 .19

3. 59

3.04

Machinist

Source:

U. S. Departm,ent of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Area Wage Surveys for Standard Metwpoli tan Statistical Areas, 1966-67, (\</ashington D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office).
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Table 22.

Wage Costs for Selected Areas

Area

Salt Lake Indian- Minne- Dayton Pitts- Chicago
Detroit Louisville
Los
apolis apolis
burgh
Angeles

Mach inist

1,603

1,654

1 , 729

1,761

1, 757

1,701

1,626

1,841

1,692

Painters

3,437

3,632

3,693

3,601

3,284

3,448

3,448

3, 826

3,570

Tool & Die Makers
\-Jatchmen & Janitors

Laborers

Packers & Shipping Clerks
Electricians
Sheet Metal Workers
Assemb l y Worke r s
Total
Amount above Salt Lake

835

893

872

949

861

889

840

954

944

1,692

1,764

2,043

1,843

1,995

1,867

2,091

2,426

2,011

286

263

285

292

288

249

268

315

260

1 , 004

1,058

1,112

1 , 166

1,133

1,075

1,013

1,249

1,133

184

200

208

199

190

194

198

214

202

3,949

4 , 286

4, 354

4,320

3,893

3 , 983

4 ,005

4,388

4,095

10 , 672

11 , 224

11,187 12,7 33 11,923

11,261

11,739

13.211

11,187

23,662

24 , 974

25 , 482 26,864 25 , 322

24 , 366

25 , 227

28,423

25,095

704

1,566

4 , 761

1,433

1,312

1,821

3,203

1 , 661

-..J

N
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thing to enjoy an advantage fr om the standpoint of costs and another
to have a quality labor force a t the same time.

For this reason it

is pertinent that an examination of the quality of Utah's labor force
be considered.
One measure of the quality of a labor force is its degree of
education .

In this area Utah rates high.

" Utah's median school years

completed is 12.2, highest in the nation, excee ding the national average by 2. 5 years . ulJ
With Utah 's great emphasis on education and with the highest percentage of high school graduation in the nation, it is
not coincidental that Utah also leads the nation in college
enrollment per 1,000 of population, and by a significant margin--nearly 20 percent ahead of the second- ranking state. 14
Another measure of the quality of the labor force is the physical
fitness of the population.

In 1963, the national rejection rate for

selective service examinees was 50.0 percent.

For the same year 67.9

percent of the examinees in the state of Utah were found fit. 15
Another related statistical measur e of fitness and health
of a state is reflected in its mortality figures. In this
regard, Utah ranks lowest of all the study states. In fact,
with the excep tion of New Mexico, Utah has
lowest mortality rate in the continental United States. 1

tge

All in all the quality of the Utah labor force is by these
standards above the national average.

Education, however, does not

necessarily mean that a particular type of skilled worker is in ready
supply .

Training may be a pre-requisite if the requirements are large.

13utah Industrial Promotion Commission, Labor Supply in Utah
(Sal t Lake City: 1967)
14Ibid.
15Roger H. Nelson , Ogden, Utah A Manufacturing Feasibility Study,
(Salt Lake City : Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University
of Utah, 1966), p. 53 .
16Ibid.
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Transportation costs
The consideration of transportation c osts is one which requires
a dual approach.

Bo th procurement and distrib ution require trans-

porting either raw materials or finished products.

Due to the nature

of the diversity of the inputs to household appliances, an attempt
to calculat e th e costs of procuremen t connected with raw materials

is nearly i mposs ible and practically of little value.

However , it

should be point e d out that the cost of transporting steel to the Utah
production site would be $.86 per 100 pounds from the nearest supply
point at Pittsburgh, California.

The similar costs at midwestern and

eastern production sites would be less as each of the cities is near

a st ee l service center.

From these centers the cost of s t ee l delivered

to the plant runs from .10 t o . 20 cents per pound. 17
pound the freight charge to the Utah location would be

In cents per
.86~

by way

of comparison.

Distribution costs to the producer depend upon how he ships and
what products he is shipping, since the weights and dimensions will
vary.

The a ve rage (arbitrary) s ize of the respective appliances is

as follows:
Washer - 37" high, 251/2"wide , and 27" deep; weight= 250 lbs.
Dryer- 37" high, 25 1/2" wide , and 27" deep; weight= 180 lbs .
Refrigerator- 63 1 /2 " high , 31" wide, and 27" deep; weight = 325 lbs.
Freezers - 63 1 /2 " high, 31" wide , and 27" deep ; weigh t = 301 lbs.
Ranges - 44 " high, 30" wide , and 27" deep; weight = 190 l bs.

17"steel Service Center Products," Steel, Vol. 160, No. 22
May 29, 1967), p. 71
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Know ing the dimensions of the appli ances and their respective

weights enables the calculation of the maximum weights it is possible
to s hip in th e different size boxcars.

The bulk of the shipments

of this industry, it will be remembered , are shipped via rail.
are quoted on two sizes of boxcar s , 40 '7" and 52'6".
is 9 ' 2" wide and 10 ' 6" high.

Rates

Each of th ese

On the basis of these dimens ions fo r

the two boxcars , maximums of 24,320 to 31,920 pounds for ranges;
20 , 800 to 27,300 pounds for refrigerators; 19,264 to 25,284 pounds for
freezers; and 36 , 000 t o 46 , 000 pounds for washers and dryers can be
loaded on each respectively .
Table 23 gives the f r eigh t rates via railroad fr om Chicago and
Sal t Lake to several marke ts in t he 11 wes t ern states .

On the basis

o f these rat es th e per unit cost of shipp ing from Chicago and from
Salt Lake to these markets is given in Tab l e 24.

The rate from

Chicago is the same t o all of t hese markets as it ships on a transcontinental rate which does not vary with the distance of these particular markets.

On the other hand , the rate from Salt Lake di f f e r s

with the l ength of the haul and wi ll vary according to the distance
the marke t is from t he shipping po int.

In all cases on the minimum

s hipment weights under 30,000 pounds, the Salt Lake l oca tion enjoys
an advantage in freight costs per unit.

However, the mos t distant

ma r ke t, Seattle, results in t he rate f r om Chicago being lower in the
case of the shipment be in g over 30,000 pounds.

Only in the case

that the shipment is washers , dryers, or ranges can this high minimum
be met in orde r to enjoy this advantage.
The approximate wholesale pri ces of these units are:

$160 ; washers , $155; drye r s , $150 ; refrigerators , $205 ; and

rang es ,
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Table 23.

Rail Freight Rates on Househol d Appliances

Commodity Rates:
From Chicago to Los Angeles (Refrigerators)
40'7" Car
18,000 Lbs. min. $3 .75/100 Lbs.
14,000 Lbs. min. $4.6 1/100 Lbs.
52 ' 6" Car - 24,000 Lbs . min . $3 . 75/100 Lbs.
18,200 Lbs . min . $4 .61 /100 Lbs.
30,000 Lbs. regardless of car size $3.03/100 Lbs.
From Chicago to Los Angeles
40 '7" Car
18,400 Lbs.
25,800 Lbs.
52'6" Car
24,000 Lbs .
33,600 Lbs.

(Ranges)
min. $3.66/100
min.
$3 .18 /100
min.
$3.66/100
min.
$3. 18/100

Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.

From Salt Lake to Los Angeles (Ranges)
24,000 Lbs. min. $2 .71 /100 Lbs.
30,000 Lbs. min . $2.63/ 100 Lbs.
40,000 Lbs. min. $2.07/100 Lbs.
Class Rates:

Household Appliances

From Salt Lake to Los Angeles
40 ' 7" Car
18,000 Lbs. min.
52 ' 6" Car- 25,200 Lbs . min.
to Seattle
to Portland
to Denver
to Phoenix

$2 . 73/100
$2 . 73/100
$3 .14 /100
$2 . 99/100
$2 . 27/100
$2.99/100

Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.

From Chicago to Los Angeles, Seattle , Portland, Denver, and
Phoenix al l cities are on a transcontinental rate of:
40 ' l " Car
18,000 Lbs. min. $3 .75 /100 Lbs.
52 ' 6" Car- 24,000 Lbs. min. $3.75/100 Lbs .
40 ' 7" Car
52'6" Car

14,000 Lbs. min.
18,200 Lbs. min.

30,000 Lbs. min. any car
Source :

Union Pacific Railroad

$4.61/ 100 Lbs.
$4.61/100 Lbs.
$3 .03/100 Lbs.
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Table 24.

Per Unit Costs of Shipping to Selected Destinations.

City of Destination
Los Angeles Phoenix Denver Seattle Portland

Origin

From Chicago
Ranges:
18,000
24,000 Lbs.
14,000
18,200 Lbs.
30,000 Lbs. min .
Washers:
18,000 - 24,000 Lbs.
14,000 - 18,200 Lbs.
30,000 Lbs. min.
Dryers:
18,000 - 24,000 Lbs.
14,000 - 18,200 Lbs.
30,000 Lbs. min.

min.
min .

7.13
8.76
5.76

min.
min .

9.38
11.53
7.58

min
min .

6. 75
8. 30
5.45

18,000 - 24,000 Lbs. min .
14,000 - 18,200 Lbs. min.
30,000 Lbs. min.

11.29
13.88
9.12

a

a

a

a

Freezers:

Refrigerators:

18,000 - 24,000 Lbs. min.
14,000 - 18,200 Lbs. min.
30 ,000 Lbs. min.

12.19
16.23
$ 9.85

From Salt Lake City
Ranges:
25,200 Lbs. min.
18,000

5.19

$5.68

$4 . 31

$5.97

$5.68

6.83

7. 48

5.68

7.85

7 . 48

4.91

5 . 38

4.08

5.65

5.38

8.22

9.00

6.83

9.45

9.00

8.87

$9.72

$7 .38

$10 . 20

$9.72

Washe r s:

18,000
25,200 Lbs. min.
Dryers:
18,000 - 25 ,2 00 Lbs . min .
Freezers:

18,000 - 25,200 Lbs. min.
Refrigerators:
18,000 - 25,200 Lbs. min.
3

Due to the transcontinental rate, the costs for these cities from
Chicago is the same as that to Los Angeles.
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freezers , $180 .

Using this as a basis the freight charges range from

4.5 percent to 6.3 percent of the wholesale price for Chicago, and
from 5.9 percent to 2 . 7 percent for Salt Lake.

Using thes e prices

th e total number of unit s shipped to the western states for 1963 can
be figured giving the basis for an approximation of the costs of
freight that can be saved by a Utah location .

These figures are pre-

sented in Table 25.
The cost from Chicago and Salt Lake to each destination i s figured
on the per unit cost times the number of units.

The number of units

i s figured by dividing the wholesale price of the appliance into the
value of shipments to the western states for each of the three ca tegories of appliances .

Refrigerators and freezers, as well as washers

and drye rs are averaged together· to yield the wholesale price for their
respective categories.

Since about one-half of the population is in

California, half of th e units were shipped there and the appropriate rates used.

For the remaining markets, Phoenix, Denver, Portland

and Sea ttle, the remaining half of the units were equally distributed
and appropriate per unit rates applied.

On the basis of these calcu-

lations, which used the median freight rate, a Utah location would
save $4.4 million annually on transportation costs of distribution.
Other considerations of the Utah location
Freeport Law.

The Freeport Law is designed to encourage the

es tablishment of indus try within the state.

Utah has a liberal free-

port law with particular encouragements to industry .

Utah 's strategic location in the center of the rapidly
growing western market , combined with a well-developed transportation system, a healthy business climate, and a liberal

Table 25.

Comparitive Distribution Costs for Chicago and Salt Lake City

City of Origin
Chicago
Household Refrigerators
Cooking
and
Equipment
Freezers
Total Units Shipped
Los Angeles
(1/2 of Total Unit.s)

523,331

Household
Laundry
Equipment

564,189

781,091

$1 ,865,679 $2,278,928

$4,585,010

Salt Lake Cuv
Household Refrigerators
Cooking
and
Equipment
Freezers

Household
Laundry
Equ~pment

564 ' 789

781 , 091

$1,358,047 $1,657 ,659

$3,339,168

523 ,331

Phoe n ~x

(l/8 of Total Units)

466,416

569,734

1,146,247

371 '5 63

453 , 952

913 , 873

Denver
(l/8 of To tal Units )

466 ,416

569,734

1, 146 , 247

281,94 3

344,523

694 '192

Seatt l e
(l/8 of Total Units)

466,416

569,734

1,146 ,247

390 ,5 34

476,543

959,762

Portland
(1 / 8 of Total Units)

466 , 416 $

569,734 $

$1 ,146 ,2 47

371,563

453 ,952

913 , 873

857,693 $1,171 , 235

$2 , 349,130

Salt Lake Advant age for each
Class1flcation
Total Salt Lake Advantage

$4 , 378,058
_,

"'
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Freeport-Export Exemption law, is an ingredient for a profitable
business operation.l8
Although the law i s not unique to the Utah location, the strategic
position of Utah in the geographical center of the West makes it a distinct advantage.

It allows the use of the advanced rail and trans-

portation ne t work to be used in distributing to all points on the
Pacific coast, as well as north, south, and eas t.

The law encourages the estab lishment of satellite industries, such as steel and copper fabricators , chemical industries,
and others to take advantage of the semi-finished products and
the abundant natural resources of the State. 19
The armed forces, U. S. Air Force, Army and Navy, have selected
Utah as t he point of their logistics operations for the western United
States due to its central location. 20
Taxes.

It is difficult to accurately determine the total tax

cost differentials between areas due to the varie t y of assessment and
levying practices.

Utah has a broad and diverse tax base that is

designed to distribute the tax burden equally to all portions of the
economy without undue burde n on any one segment.

This is indicated

by a comprehensive study of the Utah tax structure by th e Princeton
Surveys, a private tax-consulting agency.

eluded:

11

Its final report con-

' Utah has a balanced tax structure, well fitted to its

economy and developed with restraint . '"

21

l8utah Industrial Promotion Commission, Freeport Export Exemption
Law in Utah (Salt Lake City : 1967)
19Ibid.
20 Ibid.
Lake:

2lu tah Industrial Promotion Commission, Taxation in Utah (Salt
196 7)
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"Costs of plant sites in and near big cities are becoming more
and more expens ive.

Land is cheaper farther out and taxes are lower. 22

This statement applies to the nature of the situation in Utah for the
production site seeker.
Additionally, "on a total cost basis, it has been our experience,
with exception of course, that the cost of land is the least important
factor in site location." 23

For this reason, no attempt i s made to

consider t he dif fe rentials between cities and regions.

Prices of

land are also based on a variety of factors such as zoning, tax
structu res , etc. that again complicate the comparison of different
areas.
As can be seen from the foregoing analysis, there are advantages

and di s advantages to a Utah production point for the household appliance industry.

The industry's future

There is little doubt that the future of the industry is an
exp anding one.

Manufacturer's sa les of household appliances in 1966 are
expec ted to approximate $5 ,10 5 million, up 8.1 per cent from the
1965 level of $4 ,723 million. In 1967, manufacturer ' s sales are
expected to ris e 3.5 percent to almost $5 .28 billion. The corresponding figure for 1958 was only $3.2 billion.
During the period 1958 to 1967, the industry's project
output at the factory level is expected to show an increase of
more than 60 percent.24
22"Why Factories are Taking to the Country ," U. S. News and Wo rld
Repor t (June 17 , 1963) pp . 72 -74.
23 "Site - Se l ect i on:
1966), pp. 110.

Industrial Gamemanship," Dun ' s Review (March

24 McCarthy, pp. 29-32.
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One of the primary reas ons that the household appliance industry
does so well is the fact that the relative price of the product does
not rise at the same time that the quality is increasing.

In July 1965

the wholesale price index for appliances was ll percent lower than in
the period 1957-59, while in contrast, wholesale prices in general
were up 3 percent over this period.25

The primary reason for this is

the gains of the manufacturers from technology .
There is still a large untapped consumer market for household appliances. According to the trade magazine, Merchandising
Weekly, 75.8 percent or 43.6 million of the wired homes in the
United States are not equipped with a freezer; 87 percent (SO
million homes) do not have a blender, and 74 percent (42.4 2~1lion homes) have neithe r an electric nor gas clothes dryer.
Some idea of the growth and trend of the industry is given by
ref e rence to Table 26.

This section on the future of the industry

is given in support for the claim to an expanding market in the western

United States.
The pure theory of location, according to Englander, is the
general theory of "local conditionality" within an economy.
Any given entrepreneur, in choosing the site at which to produce or render services, considers the various supply prices
existing in the various localities for the inputs that he might

possible employ.

At the same time he considers the various

prices which might be obtained in the various localities for his
product or services. When finally he does locate at a site,
he influences in turn the various inputs and outputs . Through

being so interrelated, the pattern of local price differences
and the location of economic activities are simultaneously deter-

mined by a general theory of " local conditionality. " 27

On the basis of this idea, certain conclusions can be drawn with
respec t to a Utah location on an 'as if ' basis.

In other words, if

the industry under study were located in Utah many of the transportation
25 Ibid.
26rbid.
27rsard, p. 31.
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Table 26 .

Comparison Statistics for the Household Appliance Indust r y

Item

1963

1965

1966

1967

Value of Shipments
(Indus. Total)

3 , 186

3 , 997

4 , 723

5,105

5,284

Industry:
Cooking Equip
Refrigerators
Laundry Equip.

365
1,002
739

4 72
1 , 305
763

556
1 , 602
889

589
1,698
969

607
1 , 74 4
1, 009

Products, total:
Cooking Equip .
Refrigerators
Laundry Equip.

2,923
433
729
720

3,533
535
832
760

3 , 986
575
952
852

4 , 326
610
1,010
920

4,481
628
1 , 040
966

NA
NA

Washing Hachines

3,038
997
2,821

1 , 806
1,965
4,098
1,007
3,529

2 , 075
2,210
4 , 870
1 , 140
4,430

2,179
2,320
5,162
1,140
4,740

2 , 220
2,366
5,270
1,150
4,930

Employee (Product ,
Thousand)

112.6

118.8

130.6

141.0

143.0

28.3

33.6

36 .2

36.2

3 7.0

Quanity Shipped (Units):
Elect r ic Ranges
Gas Ranges
Refrigerators
Freezers

Shipments/Employee
(Shipments divided by
employment)
(Thousands, Industry)

aFigures given in millions of dollars ex cept as noted
Source:

Bureau of the Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics, McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co. : 1965-67 estimated by BDSA.
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and raw material cos ts would be negotiated rather than taken from
general costs and calculations.

Certain operations would likely spring

up around the plant site in support capacities thereby modifying the
Of course , this is the case no matter what

price of certain inputs.

the location.
Conclusions
Due to the combination of objective and subjective factors involved in the selection of a production site, no one decision, whether
positive or negative with respect to any particular location, is

likely to be absolute.

'~f

course, as site-selection specialists

know only too well, there is no such thing as a 'best ' location.
There can be, however, a location and a set of circumstances that best

suit the needs of a particular company. " 28

This is the basis on which

the Utah site should be observed by the individual company with respect to its advantages and disadvantages .

Labor advantage.

The Utah site obviously possesses clea r and

distinct advantages over the present production sites of household
appliances.

The labor force in Utah, to meet the requirements of the

hypothetical plant locating here, is available at an annual cost
savings of from $1.5 to 9 .5 million.

Since labor represents approxi -

mately one third of the production costs this saving is significant
and not to be overlooked.
constant.

This assumes the wage rates will remain

If demand for worke rs increases wage rates may also rise.

In addition, this "cheaper" labor force is productive, fit and educated .
2811

The Big Plan t- Site Scramble, .. Dun's Review.
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Transportation advantag e .

Another undisputable advantage of a

Utah location is the annual trans portation cost savings of $4 ,378,058
on distributing th e finished product to market.

This advantage is

primarily generated due to the closer proximity of Utah to the western
markets.

At the same time, Utah will incur some less significant dis-

advantage in transportation costs on the procurement of the various

inputs.

The central location of Utah with respect to western markets

and the accompanying transportation networks is another factor to the

advantage of a Utah site .

Closely connected with this is the free port-

export law as it applies to the manufacture and the maintenance of
inventories.

The Utah location assures speedy servicing of western

markets as large inventories can be maintained at no increase in tax
costs.

Steel disadvantage.

The Utah location, due to its lack of

proximity to steel centers providing the needed types of steel has a
$1 .99 million to $2 .7 3 million disadvantage over eastern and midwestern
locations respectively.

The possibility of eliminating or reducing

this disadvantage is a matter of

11

l ocal conditionality".

In other

words, the price of steel in Utah could feasibly be reduced by an
actual producer who had specific requirments with which to bargain.
A large marke t for cold-rol led steel does not presently exist, if it
did prices could be lower as compe tition for this market occurred.
In net figures, under the assumptions made, Utah enjoys an

advantage for th e location of the household appliance industry.

If

a different model, using either larger or smaller figures, were used

the advantages and disadvantages would take a different form.

If

the location of the household appliance industry shou l d shift wes t,
and select a Utah location it is likely that the advan t ages would
become gr eate r for se rving the wes t e rn market.
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APPENDIX
The following is a list of parts that go into the making of
a household washing machine.
drain guard
baffle
seals (10)
washe rs (46)
cen t e r column

gromme ts (12)
clamps (21)
oil wick
nuts (30)
clot hes guard
spin tub
screws (109)
spacers (10)
rubber pads (4)
gaskets (11)
support casting
sedimen t tube

boot
brackets (12)
nozzle strap
water inlet horn

clips (4)
reset switch &

plate assembly
switches (3)
body
leveling leg
pad
inlet hose
pow e r cord
adapters (5)

back cove r
inlet nozzle

inlet hose
bumper & insert
bumper guard
baffle overflow
wire channel

plug lower wiring
agitator assembly

flapper (2)
plates (4)
pump co lumn
caps (8)
base plate
coil assembly
guide armature

impeller
pump housing
drain hos e
belt

"v"

yoke arm & motor
suppo rt
bearings (6)

springs (17)

pivot cushion

armature

diagonal assembly
snubbe r plate assembly
agitator shaf t

diaphragm
screen

body
retaining plate

transmission and

outlet nozzle

sector gear
retaining ring
connecting rod
interme diat e gear

diaphragm
coil assembly
valves (4)
lid switch assembly
two way plug
housing assembly
moulding trim (2)
reset plunger
mounting control

panel
studs (5)
clip knob
cover

hinge
ballast
rotary switch
timers (2)
holder
lamp socket
light shield
reflector
receptacle assembly
lid
pins (4)

assembly

drive pinion & shaft
transmission case

crank gear
clutch shoes (2)
shim
sp ring clu t ch
pulley assembly
wood ruff key
clutch hub
retaining ring
grease retainer

yoke
spin column & casting
main bearing
s l eeve
motor

impeller
pump body
yoke guide
shield
manifold

dispenser nozzle

solenoid & retainer

dispenser pan

e nd post
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agitator
filter pan
adapter filler pan
pump housing assembly
t op
pump support
pulley
rubber washer
mounting pad (rubber)
motor mounting plate
motor (one or two
speed

dispenser lever
pivot plate
knob rotary switch
wing knob
timer knob
c lothes guard
con trol panel
control frame
assembly
control window
timer dial
con trol mount panel

tube
lever
post
studs return hose
drain pump hose
suds saver valve
drain hose
suds drain hose
suds hose
suds saver pump
knob pointer

This is an example of the components of the major household
appliances.

The o thers s tudied, dryers, ranges, refrigerators and

freezers , would be composed similarly.

Each would vary in complexi-

ty with the dryer and freezer having the simplest construction.
Bo th the refrigerator and freezers would have more plastic parts
than any of the others.

the appliance changes.

In addition , variance occurs as the model of
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